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Abstract

Keywords

In order to answer the query, a search engine has to find
full-text matches in the background document corpus and
then order the documents so that the more relevant results are placed higher in the list. An ideal ranking function should understand user’s intent – the goal that is
expressed via the query keywords, and order the results
such that the results matching user’s intent are ranked
higher. To understand the user’s intent, we need to understand semantics of the queries and the documents. There
are various approaches that leverage semantics, but they
are heavy-weight, require external knowledge bases and
are very hard to implement in a highly dynamic, opencorpus domain, such as the Web. In our work, we focus
on the omnipresent lightweight semantics coming from the
search result documents. We propose a flexible metadatabased context model and propose methods that scope it to
short-term interests or expand it with additional data. We
identify several sources of contextual data for this model:
temporal context in form of behavioral search patterns,
activity-based context in form of past queries and social
context in form of user similarity.
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1.

Introduction

A search engine that does not understand the meaning
of the query treats all documents the same, looks for the
textual matches and orders the resulting documents by
a ranking function. As a consequence, the search results
contain (often intentionally [1]) mixed set of documents,
covering all possible meanings of the query words and the
disambiguation is left to the user alone. Search engines
work like databases: they crawl and index documents and
respond to queries with a list of results. The order of
documents depends on the adopted ranking function; a
popular ranking function PageRank [19] scores documents
by analyzing inbound links: the more links to a document,
the more likely it is to appear at the top positions.
This ordering is however not always compatible with user’s
information needs: a programmer searching for cucumber
probably does not want to make a salad (the most popular meaning of the word refers to vegetable), but to use
a testing tool with the same name. However, the same
programmer at home might as well be looking to prepare
a cucumber salad. In modern search engines the ranking
function is more robust and considers many features in
order to rank the document 1 and PageRank score represents only one document feature that influences the final
ranking. Nevertheless, even combining many features and
sub-rankers does not guarantee a satisfactory document
ranking and the query problems are still present (ambiguity, shortness and clarity).
To face these problems an area of Personalized Search
research has been established. Several approaches have
been researched, each with the ultimate aim to help the
user find the relevant content, without trying to change
how humans think, or work. The main idea behind search
personalization is to adapt the search results towards the
particular user who issued the query. The ranking should
reflect user’s interests and especially the immediate need
that resulted into the query. Each query is issued with a
specific intent - the goal that the user wants to fulfill.
1
List of features used in Microsoft’s Learning to Rank
Challenge,
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/
projects/mslr/feature.aspx
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Query represents a projection of that underlying goal into
the common interface between human mind and the search
engine. That projection is often malformed by the mismatch between complexity of our thoughts and limiting
simplicity of textual keywords, leading to ambiguous, short
and inaccurate queries. The goal of search personalization
is to reconstruct as much of the underlying user intent as
possible and use that information to better rank the results. This underlying intent is often referred to as search
context in the literature (e.g. [15, 23]).
The terminology is different than in the domain of user
modeling, where the term context traditionally refers to
the attributes of the environment (i.e. user’s location,
time, her mood, etc.). In the domain of personalized
search, the term context is commonly used to describe
user’s interests and goals at the time of the query. Unlike attributes of the environment, the search context –
the goals and interests – are hard to identify, mostly due
to the sparsity of interactions with the search engine and
the limited form of interaction that takes place during the
search. The challenge in capturing the search context lies
in extracting as much knowledge from the available data
as possible, and possibly finding ways to extend it and
enrich it from other sources.
A good source of the underlying intent are the search results: each result that the user clicks reveals a bit more
about the interests, yet this information is hidden inside the free-form text that lacks any unified, machineparsable structure. Search results are often used to discover categories of interests, or to find similarities between
users, but the hidden semantics is often left unused.
The problem of semantics in search is actively being
worked on in the area of Semantic Search. The strongest
selling point of Semantic Search is the ability to write
queries in natural language and freely ask questions without translating them into keywords, which leads into more
accurate queries. This, however, comes at a cost of building an overlay layer over the searched domain, annotating the existing documents with semantics. Although
manageable in closed domains, in an open-corpus domain
such as Web, maintaining the semantic annotations is extremely difficult, if not impossible, even when using automated methods, which pushes back the practical mass
deployment of Semantic Search.
Recent research in other areas (e.g., [21]) shows that the
semantics can be acquired more easily in form of document keywords, although at the cost of reduced quality
and power. Full-fledged semantic annotations contain rich
data about the underlying document entities, including
types and links to connected semantic information. It is
this richness and connection that makes it so useful and
that allows complex understanding of the document and
information inference. On the other hand, these document keywords are only lightweight, they are not linked,
nor do they have any attributes beside the textual label.
Their main advantage is that they are freely available in
any text and even without additional attributes, they still
relay some semantic, because they describe the underlying
document. Based on this promising research, we formulate our first goal:
Goal 1: Thin the gap between Semantic Search and Personalized Search in open-corpus domain. Propose a con-

text model that can utilize the lightweight semantics for
search personalization.
Another issue with search personalization methods is that
they focus mostly on the long-term interests that comprise
search context. The user model is built as rich as possible, usually from all actions the user has ever made and
that are available in some form. This is partly correct, because there must be enough data about the user in order
to make confident decisions, but this may also sometimes
cause problems. We do not live in an ideal world and
users are often interrupted in their normal workflow with
various side-tasks that go beyond their usual interests.
The problem is when those small tasks and goals overlap
with user’s long-term profile, yet are completely different.
For illustration, a biologist may be interested in the wild
jaguar animals and the personalized search system can
leverage this kind of information to favor animal-related
documents in her day-to-day searching. But if the user
is temporarily interested in buying a car, the search for
jaguar is suddenly not so useful. We can alleviate this
problem by distinguishing between user’s long-term interests and her short-term goals, and combining both to
fetch the most helpful documents that focus on the intermediate needs. That does not mean that the long-term
interests should be abandoned, we just need to find a better way to distinguish when is the right time to use them.
This leads to our second goal:
Goal 2: Analyze possible sources of search context for the
purposes of acquisition of immediate goals of the user.
Devise methods that extend this model with additional information, utilizing the inherent lightweight semantics.

2.

Related work

In general, there are two approaches to search personalization:
• Query refinment, which is also commonly referred
to as query expansion or query reformulation. The
basic idea is that the original query is altered to better express user’s intent. The individual terms in a
query may be altered, new terms may be added or
existing terms may be removed. From one point of
view, this is a strategy that ensures that when two
users enter the same query, it is changed so that
each user runs a different query. This family of approaches is often used to suggest similar queries [4],
offer spelling corrections [7], or to solve the index
term synonymy problem [10].
• Results reordering is a less transparent strategy. If
two users issue the same query, the same query is
run, but the personalization occurs at the ranking
stage. The user’s needs may be taken into account
and some documents with content. that is more
closely matching user’s intent may be ranked higher.
Similarly, the documents that are predicted to contain no useful information may be ranked lower. A
good example of a result reordering method is the
family of learning to rank approaches [8], which employ machine learning to learn user preferences for
various search result attributes.
Basically, both strategies achieve the same result – i.e.,
a personalized list of documents that are likely to interest the user issuing the query. The main difference is in
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the process itself – the query refinement methods try to
personalize the query itself, while counting on the search
engine to provide relevant results. The basic premise is
that a personalized query leads to personalized search results, which is generally true. Notwithstanding, there may
be some queries that are hard, or even impossible to personalize simply by changing the text itself. On the other
hand, result processing methods try to personalize the list
of search results.
Other perspective that may be used to look at the personalized search methods is the source of the data that it
uses to make the decisions. From this point of view, we
distinguish these approaches:
• Content based personalized search methods are concerned with the content of the documents which the
user is browsing. Similarly to contentbased recommender systems, content-based search personalization methods try to prefer documents that are similar to documents that the user has seen in the past.
These methods build the user model from the content of the documents, which they analyze and extract features from (either the full text, or only some
kind of metadata). This type of search systems is
not limited to documents only, but works with other
type of content data, such as texts of the queries. In
fact, there are several variations on the sources of
the content, such as full text of the documents [16],
snippets from the search results [6], document metadata [4] and queries [2].
• Collaborative based personalized search methods that
concentrate on similarity between the users [5], instead of similarity between the documents. When a
user enters the query it is not the content of the documents, or texts of previous queries that are used to
generate the results, but it is the similarity to other
users. The contents of the documents or the queries
are still used, but only to find users that have similar interests. The search results are then generated
with this similarity in mind. The basic assumption
of this approach is that if similar users agreed on
the relevant results in the past, they will also agree
on relevant results in current search.

3. Context model based on lightweight semantics
Although the idea of search context is recurring in the
literature, the definitions vary from work to work. We
define the search context as the evidence of user’s current
goal that she is trying to fulfill by issuing the particular
query. The search context is not unique for each query
– many search queries can share the same goal, in fact,
many queries do share the same goal and thus the same
search context, because in the process of search, the query
is often refined to reflect new knowledge about the problem. Search context is comprised of several independent
parts:
• Long-term user preferences and interests that drive
most subsequent information needs.
• Short-term needs and goals that provoked the current search. They often stem from long-term interests, but are often mutually orthogonal, so they
need to be kept separatly.

3

• Knowledge-independent attributes of the external
environment, such as user’s location, mood, or the
weather outside. Although these factors arguably
impact the expectations the user has about the search
results, it happens only in special cases. In order
to keep the focus clear on the knowledge-dependent
parts of the context model, this part is ignored.

To model the interests and goals inherent in the knowledgedependent parts of the search context, we use the ubiquitous lightweight semantics in form of document metadata.
This model has several advantages:

• Lightweight semantics is ubiquitous, and unlike the
full, heavyweight semantics does not have to be maintained.
• It is flexible, yet provides insight on the underlying
search goal. Metadata based context model provides
a lightweight semantics that reveals the search intent.
• It is easy to build – keywords can be extracted from
the text using standard methods from natural language processing, such as TF.IDF.
• It fits into the keyword model of Web search; queries
are composed of keywords and the context model is
also composed of keywords, which makes it easy to
combine query and context models. It is also easy
to index and easy to match existing fulltext indices.

The interests in the search context are modeled using various metadata (keywords, tags, terms etc.) coming from
the visited pages. These metadata are not provided explicitly, and need to be automatically extracted from the
documents.
The automatically extracted metadata, when put under a
close inspection, are not always 100% accurate and representative of the actual key concepts from the document.
However, it has been shown [3] that the quality is sufficient for user modeling and that when the model is built
from many documents, the more relevant metadata will
be more frequent than the less relevant ones.
The context model is based on user interests, automatically acquired from her activity with the search engine [11].
We define it as a hypergraph

H :=< V, E >
with a set of vertices
V =A∪P ∪T
where A represents a set of users accessing the pages:
A = (a1 , a2 , · · · , ak )

4
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P represents a set of pages

the individual presents to the world” it “reflects the
role in life that the individual is playing” [9]. Among
many personas an individual can have, two should
stand out: the persona related to personal life, and
persona related to work life. Separating these two
personas and using a separate context model for
each of them has the potential to bring a model that
is focused, similarly to the lean, short-term model,
and yet has more data to allow confident adaptation.

P = (p1 , p2 , · · · pl )
T represents a set of terms
T = (t1 , t2 , · · · , tm )
E represents a set of edges
E = (a, p, t)|a ∈ A, p ∈ P, t ∈ T
where

• One of the contexts used in recommender systems is
context of seasonality [18]. It is based on the similarity of a seasonal aspect of the recommended item
with the current season of the year. Good examples are movies with the Christmas theme – users
of the recommender system are much more likely to
accept such recommendation on and around Christmas, than they are at other time in the year.

P ∩ T = ∅, A ∩ P = ∅, A ∩ T = ∅
Using this representation is advantageous, as it allows
for good denormalization and allows us to track each of
the vertice type independently. It may seem intuitive to
merge accesses and pages, but this model allows us to abstract page from access, and if the document represented
by the URL (page) changes, we can create new vertex in
the graph and connect it respectively.
The proposed context model captures all of the user’s activity. As a whole it can be seen as a long-term view of
user’s interests. It purposefully does not explicitly separate the long-term interests and short-term goals of the
search context. However, it is designed in a way that allows to easily scope the model to arbitrary part, either
continuous or discontinuous.

Based on our experiences, we hypothesize that the levels
of interests that are propagated via search are unstable
and change over time; sometimes increasing, sometimes
decreasing, and that these changes form repeating patterns. Intuitively, there are many forms of interest drifts,
e.g.:
• periodic drifts in interests that are correlated with
the season of the year, e.g. winter sports or summer
sport;

Various scopes of this model can be used for search personalization. In the most basic use case, the context
model can be used unscoped, as a long-term model of
user interests. The way this model is used for search
personalization depends on the adopted personalization
method. For example, in a simple scenario, the personalization method could use this model to calculate similarity between search results and the model using a cosine
similarity.

• drifts in interests caused by the seasonal appearance
of the object the person is interested in, e.g. various
seasonal produce or sports and cultural events that
repeat periodically;
• drifts in interests related to switching between different tasks. In order for these drifts to be worth
considering, the duration of the tasks must be sufficiently long and the tasks must repeat periodically.
The most widespread task that matches these criteria is a regular job that most people have. We expect
that people are changing interests when they are at
work, i.e. people search for conceptually different
information when they are working than when they
relax.

Another advantage of this model is that several convenient operations can be defined that let us combine multiple scopes at once. We define operations of addition and
scalar multiplication. Scalar multiplication affects implicit feedback weights associated with each access a from
the hypergraph H. Context addition represents the unification of their respective hypergraphs, in other words,
the hypergraphs are merged into new hypergraph.

4. Behavioral patterns as a source of search context
The interests of a person can change in intensity and those
changes exhibit some sort of pattern that we can analyze
and predict. For example, a person can be highly interested in skiing during winter and in that case, during winter, we can boost ranking for documents that deal with
skiing. A good example of class of queries that could benefit from such boosting are transactional queries, e.g. in
case of a query in form of a sportswear brands, the skiing
equipment manufactured by the particular brand should
receive higher ranking than other equipment, because the
interest in skiing is peaking at this time. The traces of
the idea of these patterns, the seasonality of interests, can
be found in various places:
• Psychologists have long ago recognized that people
are wearing social masks, personas, the “social face

By maintaining separate models for the searcher we could
have a model of interests for the given period and provide
more relevant results. A search engine could detect if
there is a model available for the given moment and use
it to personalize the search results.
Different interest drifts have different periodicity, which
may range from hours to years. Moreover, the context
model for the given period should include data aggregation computed from the complete time period when the
interest was active, not just a single moment in the past.
We have used the AOL logs2 and built two types of temporal contexts: a workweek/weekend context and a business/leisure context. We have analyzed the behaviour of
the users [14] with respect to these two contexts using
Davies-Boulding cluster separation score and found that:
2

AOL logs,
http://zola.di.unipi.it/smalltext/
datasets.html
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• Many users exhibit interest switching patterns and
although the distribution of interest switching level
across the users in our study was uniform, it has
shown that there are users who could benefit from
context of seasonality (see Figure 1. We have also
shown that not all users behave seasonally as we
would have expected intuitively and therefore the
context of seasonality should be applied carefully
and requires further research.

aims to alleviate the problems encountered by other existing approaches [13], namely:

• There is no correlation between the level of temporal interest switching and number of queries issued
during that time.

• considering the perceived usefulness of the search
results in the process of segmentation and

• going beyond the queries and considering semantics
of the search results,
• expanding the semantics with an external knowledge
base, in order to gain more data, in a more accurate
form,

• handling the interrupted sessions and reconnecting
them with the queries.

• Users, who switch interests during weekends are likely
to also switch contexts during business hours and
leisure time.
We have looked on seasonality from point of view of a Web
search, but the idea is applicable to a whole range of other
problems as well. Seasonality draws from the patterns in
user behavior changes, and those patterns are interesting
in general, not only when users are fulfilling their information needs, but also other needs, in communication,
or in collaboration. We think that seasonality could be
studied from other points of view as well, e.g. to see if
there are patterns in communication styles that could be
used to improve the collaboration between humans.

5. Past queries as a source of search context
The impact of short-term goals on search personalization
has been studied only recently by White et al. [22]. They
have shown that creating a model that mixes long-term
interests with short-term goals can outperform a longterm model in search personalization accuracy.
Now that we know that incorporating short-term goals
into the model works, the question remains, how can we
capture them in the model. By the definition of the shortterm, we should only build the model from recent queries,
with the assumption that the user expressed the shortterm goals in some, or all of the recent queries. The problem now reduces to finding those recent queries that can
be used to build up the model.
The right way to find the related past queries is to do it
automatically, to automatically find the boundaries between the different search intents and between unrelated
queries. This is a task that is orthogonal with the well
studied task of session segmentation. Session segmentation deals with finding the boundaries between sessions,
where the session is usually defined as a continuous interaction with the Web. We aim to find the boundaries
between search sessions, which are slightly different than
the Web sessions in general. The term search session was
never formally defined in the literature and its meaning
differs in different works, but we assume that search session is a sequence of search related actions with the single
underlying informational intent, similarly to [17].
Thus the goal of search session segmentation is to partition the stream of user queries into segments of queries,
where each segment is the search session, i.e., holds the
condition that all queries that it contains are related to a
single underlying goal.
We propose a method for search session segmentation that

We focus mainly on considering the semantic similarity of
the queries and search results. The lexical approach that
matches queries that share common parts works well for
identifying the obvious similarities between the queries –
the reformulations, specifications or generalizations of the
query. The lexical approach however fails in cases where
the queries are dissimilar. In this case, we match the
queries using the metadata of the documents clicked from
the search results to get better insight into the purpose of
the query by aggregating more data than only the query
itself provides. We also evaluate the level of page usefulness for the particular query by collecting and analyzing
the implicit feedback indicators that the user provides for
each page view. Our approach also considers user interruptions and is able to separate intermingled sessions and
reconnect interrupted sessions.
We have run an experiment on a sample of manually labeled queries collected on an internal proxy server. We
have shown that considering interruptions can improve
the performance of lexical similarity and that we can
achieve best results when using the semantic similarity
that can outperform both temporal and lexical methods.
This experiment has warranted the validity of our approach and confirmed that lightweight semantics and implicit feedback can be used to detect short-term goals.

6.

User similarity as a source of search context

Having a short-term source of search context for personalization is important, but so is having a model that captures the long-term interests of the user. The more focused is the model, the less data it contains and the harder
it is to build.
Suppose that we have a search context model that we
would like to use for personalization. This context model
captures user’s intent and we would like to answer the
questions like: What did other users with the same intent
do in this situation? Inspired by the collaborative filtering [20] in the area of recommender systems, we try to
leverage the natural trait of every human – the trait of
following the crowd.
We propose a method that expands the context model
of the user by finding similar users [12]. The important
question is how to define similarity of the users and we
leverage user’s activity and the lightweight semantics inherent in the model to define and calculate this similarity.
This method does not depend on the particular context
model and can work with any kind of model, as long as it
captures the semantics in some way.

6
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Figure 1: Histogram of Davies-Bouldin cluster scores calculated for the Workweek/Weekday setup assigned to each of the top 100 active users in the AOL logs. Lower values of the score denote more tight
and separated clusters.
We use the proposed context model and extend it with
the social context. The social context comes from the
similar users, where the similarity is judged by their particular interests. We leverage the metadata based context
model, which implicitly captures the interests in form of
metadata.

platform, we integrated our query expansion method into
Google search engine and injected our expanded results
next to the original results. Figure 3 shows a screenshot
of Google with the appended results.

For each user, similar users are found (the community),
based on the similarities between their interest-based context models. The process is based on an artificial socialnetwork, where each vertex represents a user and each
edge connects two users with a weight that denotes their
similarity.
Each user is linked with other users in at least one community. To extend the context model of each user, we
simply merge the context model hypergraphs, based on
the operation of addition as defined on the context model.
We evaluated our approach on real users, using an internal proxy server to both collect the data for the context
models and augment the search results page. The details
of the proxy server are outlined in Figure 2.

Figure 3: Screenshot of the Google search engine
with the experiment in progress. On top, the expanded queries are shown, followed by search results retrieved by query- ing Google with the expanded queries. The injected results are clearly
separated from the standard results by a label and
a separator line.
Figure 2: Basic outline of a proxy server and
the data collection process. First, the user requests the page (1), the request passes through
the proxy, which forwards it (2) to the target
server. Its response is sent back to the proxy (3)
and then back to the client (4).
We designed and evaluated two query expansion strategies, first based on the observation that after an unsuccessful search the query will be reformulated and the second, based on the observation that the keyword meaning
can be refined by looking at the document metadata; keywords it frequently co-occurs with. Using a proxy server

We observed that in 70% of the searches where expansion
were generated, some of the expanded results were clicked
and furthermore, we observed a significant increase in the
relevance metrics of the expanded results in comparison
with the standard results. A clicked result was considered
useful if its dwell time was larger than 4 seconds. In our
experiments, only 27% of standard results were considered useful in the baseline environment, while the results
expanded by our method were considered useful in 54%
of all cases. A post-hoc analysis performed by a human
judge revealed that about 63% of all recommended reformulations matched user’s intent.
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7. Conclusions
The idea of personalizing the search is as old as the search
itself and the research area of search personalization is
mature and well researched. Nevertheless, the richness
of the field only testifies its complexity. The problem of
any personalization is hard, but the problem of search
personalization is especially tough, because of the mental
obstacles that the searcher needs to overcome. First and
foremost, a searcher often does not exactly know what she
is searching for. Second, users may not have the required
vocabulary to correctly describe the problem; even if the
goal is clear, the correct query becomes clear only after
exploring the problematic area for a while. Third, the
queries are almost never exactly aligned with the underlying intent, queries are short and ambiguous. Given all
these preconditions, a personalized search must always be
one step ahead of the searcher.
Generally speaking, the process of search personalization
usually boils down to creating a model which represents
user’s interests, goals and expectations, which is an inherently complicated task, due to the limited nature of interaction between the searcher and the search engine. Such
model can be used to alter the query terms or reorder the
list of search results to better suit user’s preferences.
Following the goals, we focused on defining search context model and analyzed several sources of search context,
each focused on leveraging lightweight semantics. We presented our own contributions, which we now summarize.
Search context model based on document metadata. We
have designed a context model that captures the lightweight semantics in form of the ubiquitous document metadata. The main contribution of this model is the flexibility that it offers, it can be both scoped to create new
perspectives on the search context or it can be enhanced
and extended to accommodate more information. This
model supports a limited set of operations that makes it
possible to create a linear combinations of various search
context perspectives and creation of more powerful context models.
Introducing implicit feedback. We have introduced implicit feedback as measurment of search result relevance
and devised a method that can estimate document relevance from various factors of user interaction. The idea
of implicit feedback per se is not new, but we are proposing it as an integral part of the search context model.
We have shown that the document relevance as perceived
by the implicit feedback indicators is an important factor
in the search context acquisition, either when searching
for similar users, or when finding related searches for the
current query.
Perspective on behavioral patterns in search. We have
discussed behavioral patterns in search as another possible source of capturing user’s goals in the search context
model. We have described a study of public log of a search
engine and showed that the notion of behavioral patterns
is different from what we might think intuitively and that
there are users who exhibit behavioral patterns, and there
is an equally large group of users who do not.
Method for segmenting search queries into sessions. As
part of our focus on short-term goals, we have identified
that it is important to know when the user changed her
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search goal. We have proposed a method that can detect
that change and can cluster queries with the same underlying search goals. Main contribution of this method
is that it is based on the lightweight semantics that is
captured by user’s actions and as we have shown with an
experiment, can outperform other existing non-semantical
approaches.
While this method is completely independent of the proposed search context model, it can be used to scope the
context model and offer a perspective on short-term goals.
Method for expanding the search context with data from
similar users. Using the document metadata as main
signal in the search context is heavily dependent on the
metadata quality. Unfortunately, the natural language
processing methods as of today are not yet powerful enough
to provide 100% relevant metadata. In order to deal with
this problem, we propose a model expansion method that
utilizes an artificial social network to gather more data.
This way, the relevant metadata in the model have a
chance of piling up, and subside the lower quality metadata.
Expanding the context model with data from similar users
fulfils another important role. It provides a perspective
of social context and allows to use the social mind as
a source of additional knowledge about the underlying
query goals. The main contribution of this methods is the
way how it can find similar users by analyzing streams of
their activity, where the main enabling force is again the
lightweight semantics coming from the documents.
Search personalization methods. We have proposed and
evaluated two search personalization methods that directly leverage the knowledge contained in the search context model and its graph nature. We have defined metadata co-occurence analysis and query reformulation analysis. The main contribution of these methods is that they
directly leverage the semantics inherent in the context
model.
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Abstract
Cloud technologies have paved the way for advance of ITbased demand services. It helps decrease operation costs,
solve scalability issue and many more user and provider
constraints. However, at present, development and deployment of distributed applications on cloud environment becomes a more and more complex tasks. Cloud
users must spend a lot of time to prepare, install and
configure their applications on clouds. In addition, after
development and deployment, the application services almost cannot move from a cloud to others due to the lack
of interoperability between them. To address these problems, this paper presents a novel development framework
for cloud distributed applications/services. The approach
is based on abstraction and object-oriented programming
technique, allowing users to easily and rapidly develop
and deploy their services into cloud environment. The approach also enables service migration and interoperability
among the clouds.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.4 [Distributed Systems]: Cloud computing—Object oriented architecture, Development framework ; D.2.12
[Interoperability ]: Distributed objects

Keywords
cloud computing, distributed application, abstraction,
object-oriented programming, interoperability

1. Introduction
The term of cloud computing may not be strange to scientific communities as well industry nowadays, as it grows
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very fast in the last five years with the support of infrastructures over the network. Cloud computing is described
as a business model for on-demand delivery of computing
power, in which consumers pay providers what they used
(“pay-as-you-go”). The critical point that distinguishes
cloud from other computing paradigms is that cloud itself, to be considered fully virtualized and making illusion of the unlimited resources, enables providers to offer
maximal possibility of providing and the users gain utility computing on demand. With the trend towards cloud
model, individuals and businesses have changed gradually their habit ways of using the computational resources
from their local computers or own servers to data centers
of third party.
Conceptually, cloud computing gathers key features like
high availability, flexibility and elasticity, that intends to
reduce total cost and decrease risk for both users and
providers. Today, consumers can buy computation resources, platforms or applications over cloud infrastructures. In the language of this market, the commodities
are usually referred to X as a service (XaaS) paradigm ,
which mainly includes Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS),
Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service
(SaaS). In principle, cloud-based appliances or services
often provide higher availability and lower cost than the
traditional IT operations. For this reason, there is now
a strong trend of deploying and migrating appliances to
cloud. This process could be realized by using PaaS or
IaaS. On the one hand, the PaaS clouds provide platform (programming language, databases and messaging)
for implementing services and environments for hosting
them. The platform also manages the execution of these
appliances and optionally offers some advanced features
like automatic scaling. Thus, this model allows developers to simply create their cloud services without the need
to manually configure and deploy them into virtual machines (VMs). On the other hand, the IaaS clouds provide
raw resources (VMs, storages) where the users have full
access to the resources and manipulate with them directly
in order to create their own platform and deploy services
on this.
It can be realized easily that, while PaaS binds developers into certain existing platforms, building cloud services
in IaaS will be their choice to meet specific requirements.
However, the use of IaaS is perceived as difficult with the
developers/users, requiring advance computer skills for
the installation and usage. Otherwise, since several commercial cloud systems have been already marketed, the
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problem of interoperability between these systems also
arises, i.e. it would be possible and feasible to move appliances from a cloud provider to another, or to deploy an
existing appliance on resources provided by several different cloud providers. Such possibility would have very
large impact on the competitiveness of providers, as it
would require them to offer better quality services at lower
prices without forcing customer to rely on their resources
through vendor lock-in.

vate, or hybrid cloud. The migration of service in cloud
environment has many benefits. First, saving the development cost for programmers, the service can be developed
in a private cloud for testing and deployed into a public
cloud for using without any obstacles. Second, achieving
higher availability rather than the service is deployed on
a single cloud. Finally, the migration allows service fault
tolerance because it can be deployed on different clouds
at the same time.

Although several standardizations and solutions in this
area have emerged, they have not yet brought any comprehensive solution for the service development and deployment issue on IaaS clouds. Therefore, from the view
of general cloud users, they need to have an instrument,
which can solve the problem. In this way, cloud service
developers will achieve the highest work performance from
cloud computing. For example, developers can write, pack
and deliver the codes of their services for deployment on
various IaaS clouds. In addition, the developers also may
manage the services via a unified interface without worrying about the incompatible application programming interfaces (APIs). Thereof, cloud users are not IT experts,
who can exploit easily cloud computing to perform their
complex works.

However, the trend of service development and deployment as well as their migration between clouds is faced
with the big challenges:

The work presented in this paper is dedicated to innovative research and development of an elastic instrument
(called high-level Cloud Abstraction Layer - CAL) allowing easy development and deployment of services on resources of multiple infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS)
clouds simultaneously. The CAL provides a total novel
approach with emphasis on abstraction, inheritance and
code reuse. Then, cloud-based services can be developed
easily by extending available abstractions classes provided
by the CAL or other developers. The interoperability between different clouds is solved by the basic abstraction
classes of the CAL and all services are inherited and benefited from the advantage. The work does not only stop
on theoretical work but also continues on applying CAL
to build cloud services in order to deal with real problems.

2. Present State of the Art
There are economic as well as technological reasons why
a service should be developed and deployed on the cloud.
On the economic side, reducing costs and business agility
are typical business factors for cloud-based appliances.
Cloud computing can provide significant cost savings because of the increased utilization resulting from poolÂňing
of resources. Otherwise, cloud computing enables rapid
delivery of IT services, which increases business efficiency.
On the operational side, manageability, performance, and
scalability are the typical reasons why service developers consider cloud computing. Besides, cloud computing
might offer increased resources, which can lead to performance improvements for the application services. This
is especially appealing for appliances with unpredictable
or cyclical usage patterns, because a cloud orchestrator
can monitor usage and dynamically scale resources up or
down.
In addition, service migration is the process of redeploying a service, typically on newer platforms and infrastructures. If the migration is on a compatible platform, the
service does not need to be recompiled. In the case of the
cloud, services can be migrated from a cloud to others,
meanwhile the target infrastructures can be a public, pri-

• PaaS cloud type limits developers/users to concrete
platforms and APIs.
• Lack of suitable programming model for service development on IaaS.
• Lack of interoperability between different IaaS clouds.
As mentioned before, using PaaS to develop and deploy
cloud services, developers are bound into existing specific
platforms and APIs, therefore, building cloud services on
IaaS will be their choice to meet complex requirements.
The issue here is that the process is perceived as difficult. Concretely, setting-up a service on an IaaS cloud, a
developer has to realize step by step as follows:
1. Preparing VM: the developer selects VM image from
the repository to get provisioned and launched.
Then, he or she configures the features of the VM,
including network, firewalls, persistent storage etc.
2. Preparing platform on the VM: if the software packages (e.g. web/app server/runtime) are not installed,
the developer needs to install them. This operation involves provision of a database, configuration
of data files, log files etc.
3. Deploying service: the developer develops service on
his or her created platform.
4. Managing VM and platform: for example, when
there is an update or service pack on the operation
system (OS), the IaaS provider will not automatically do it for the developer. Instead, this must be
done by the developer.
Unfortunately, after development, the services almost cannot move from a cloud to others due to the lack of interoperability between the different clouds. Today, interoperability is another important impact on development of
cloud computing. The basic problem of cloud interoperability is that vendor lock-in, in which each cloud provider
potentially uses its own stack of technologies consisting
for example of hypervisors (e.g. XEN[1], KVM[17] and
Microsoft Hyper-V[13]), networking infrastructure, data
storage facilities and the corresponding management infrastructure and software support. Cloud users who want
to move their appliances/services to other cloud or who
want to develop new cloud services on various clouds will
be faced with this problem. Hence, a solution or an approach to enable interoperability between clouds becomes
more and more practical.
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Although some standardization efforts in this area have
emerged, such as Open Virtualization Format (OVF)[2],
Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI)[7], and the independent abstraction APIs such as Simple Cloud API[9],
Apache Libcloud[10], DeltaCloud[5], jcloud[3] and so on,
all of them are still unable to help users create services
easily, simultaneously allowing them to deploy among the
clouds.
For instance, OVF allows reuse of a VM image standard
on diverse clouds. Thus, appliances/services can move
among various clouds along with the image. However, creating cloud-based services still require many efforts from
developers. As presented above, the process is carried out
through numerous complicated steps. This causes timeconsuming and increased cost. Besides, the incompatible
APIs issue also brings about the service operation are not
guaranteed when they migrate from a cloud to another.
Other solution is OCCI that enables cloud users to manage resources from different clouds at the same time. Unfortunately, the users still have to directly connect to VMs
in order to create their own platform for service development and deployment. In addition, the weakness of both
standardizations above is that they force cloud providers
to accept and support their product. Such scenario would
have a very large impact on the competitiveness of the
cloud providers. Instead of these standards, the abstraction APIs have been created for managing resources from
various clouds. The advantage of the abstraction APIs
is independent of cloud vendors. However, like OCCI,
these abstractions do not help developers develop and deploy services more easily than the traditional way. The
developers still have to prepare a platform and develop
the services by connecting directly to VMs. Although
there are some independent abstraction APIs, which offer
support for service deployment via scheduling job mechanism like Simple Cloud API and jcloud, however, in real
time, there are drawbacks. Specifically, the life cycle of
the applications consists of three stages: submit to computational resources, run or calculate, return results or
outputs. After finishing, the used resources will be terminated. Consequently, the API is only suitable for computational applications (e.g. calculation, simulation), not
for development and use of cloud services. At present, no
APIs have provided the comprehensive solution for both
development and deployment tasks.
Clearly, the problem of service development and deployment is a big gap of cloud computing today. It is one of
the primary reasons that restrict cloud adoption. So far,
there are not any ideas or solutions, which address and
resolve this difficult problem.

3. Methodologies
3.1

Abstraction for Cloud Computing

Theoretically, an abstraction hides details of an entity.
In the context of using cloud computing, there are many
“entities” that need to be mentioned. However, due to
abstraction approach and object-oriented programming
(OOP), the entities are encapsulated as data abstractions,
which can be used easily via programming methods. Figure 1 shows the hierarchical data abstraction of cloud resources.
The cloud resource abstraction is divided into two parts,
namely VM and middlewares. The abstraction can be
expressed by tuple AR as follows:
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AR = (V M, M )
where VM and M represent virtual machines and middleware abstractions respectively.
Functionally, while the abstraction of VM allows simplifying the use with VM, the abstraction of middlewares
enables CAL users (service developers) to manage VM
simply under a single interface.

3.1.1

Abstraction of VM

From the view of cloud users, an instance (also known
as VM) consists of from two components: hardware and
software. In CAL framework, they are represented as data
in order to be used without understanding details.

V M = (HW class , SW )
where HWclass is the hardware class and SW is the software properties.
Like traditional computer, hardware of VM are devices
provided as “virtual”, consisting of CPU, memory, disk
space, OS platform and network. As a rule, IaaS clouds
offer their users VM types, in which each type implies a
set of the hardware devices. In other words, these types
are abstractions of VM hardware. For example, Amazon
EC2 enables users to select four types of VM with different attributes[15]. The Small Instance type is equipped
with one virtual core CPU, 1.7GB of memory, 160GB
of disk storage and 32-bit or 64-bit platform of OS. The
other types are equipped with more powerful hardware
and bring higher performance for VM. Besides, most of
public clouds provide the network by associating automatically a public IP address with VM. For open source
clouds, there are some exceptions
In the heterogeneous environment of multiple clouds, the
existing VM types provided by different infrastructures
can have small differences. Therefore, to use these clouds
simultaneously, CAL defines a high level abstraction of
VM hardware by classifying similar VM types into common classes. The VM types from different cloud infrastructures are classified into general hardware classes in
abstraction level by the function:

HW class = {i ∈ N, HW : f (HW i )}
where f is the classification function of VM types.
Software of VM is the collection of programs that provides instructions for controlling the machine what to do
and how to do it. In the context of virtualization, the
software refers to OS and applications. In the same way
of hardware abstraction, CAL also abstracts VM software
in form of data strings.

SW = (BaseSW, App1 , App2 , App3 , . . . , Appi )
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Figure 1: High-level abstraction of cloud resources
where BaseSW is abstraction of base software and Appi
is abstractions of applications.
The base software content includes an operation system
and a set of standard software packages for the operating
system. The base software must provide functionalities
for data transfer from/to VM and remote execution of
commands with administrative privileges on the VM. On
the other hand, the abstraction of an application in cloud
environment can be expressed by a tuple App as follows:
App = (appidentifier , appinstall , appconfig )
where appidentifier is identification of application, appinstall
indicates installation package of the application and
appconfig is initial setting for the applications.
There is some information, which is required to abstract
the applications covering their identifiers, installation package locations and configurations. The application configurations are initial settings for an application. Application
configuring allows users to choose suitable parameters, ensuring the application work as their desire. Besides application configurations, in most cases, applications can be
installed with default configurations via advance packaging or manager tools (e.g. apt, git in Ubuntu/Debian) and
they can be downloaded from software libraries. MySQL,
TomCat, Apache, Java and Python libraries, etc. are typical examples of applications. However, some applications
require indicating their paths or locations during installation process (e.g. user applications).
In the level of abstraction, an application is identified by
abstract data string that can be a word or term. The abstract data thus discriminates applications with each others. Additionally, the application abstraction normally
are expressed together with its development versions,
which are used to assign in increasing order and correspond to new release in the application.
Otherwise, there are also complex applications that are
constituted from many application components. In gen-

eral, the complex applications comprise a core and additional supplements. The process of installing these applications is carried out one after another as follows: installation of the core, installation of the supplements and
configuration of whole applications. For example, to build
a web server (a complex application), developers have to
install and configure Apache, MySQL and PHP (single
applications) in turn. Then they configure parameters of
the whole server such as privacy, web directory, etc..
In CAL framework, the VM will be created with the base
software, so the applications will be installed/configured
on the base software in the order they are defined in the
abstraction. The installation package and configuration
of the applications will be transferred to the VM via data
transfer functionality of base software. Similarly, the installation commands of the software will be executed on
VM via remote execution of base software.

3.1.2

Abstraction of Middlewares

One of the objectives of CAL is to manage resources from
many cloud middlewares at the same time. Currently,
most of the clouds provide APIs, which are efficient management means for users. Many cloud tools have been
built based on the APIs. Essentially, API is an abstraction of cloud functionalities such as creation, termination,
VM snapshot and so on. As mentioned before, API has
many different forms and each cloud usually offers a separate API that differs from others. To achieve the objective, CAL implements the APIs as data abstractions. In
this way, each cloud has an abstraction for its own and the
abstraction provides functionalities to manage resources
of the cloud. At the higher level, abstraction of middlewares encapsulates the API data abstractions in the form
of new type, allowing manageability of multiple middlewares under a single unified interface. The abstraction
of middlewares M is set of common cloud functionalities
provided by different infrastructures.
M = {k1 , k2 , k3 , . . . , kn }
where ki are cloud functionalities.
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Abstraction of middlewares can be considered as a common denominator of functionalities provided by various
clouds. Basically, prevalent cloud functionalities include:
creation, termination, VM description, snapshot creation
and restoration. They are basic management functions
for developing cloud service on VM. Most of them are
supported by every cloud through their APIs. Therefore,
the functionalities of middleware abstraction are shaped
from separate API implementation for each cloud.
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Besides the basic functions, there are other functionalities
such as IP allocation and association, user key creation,
deletion, etc. According to requirements of CAL users,
the implementation of API data abstractions can be extended in order to add more functions for the abstraction
of middlewares.
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Figure 2: Software layering of CAL development
framework

OPP for Abstractions in Cloud Environment

The signification of encapsulationas well as polymorphism
in OOP context is similar to the meaning of the abstraction approach. It shows the feasibility in applying OOP to
create abstractions for cloud computing in order to hide
implementation details of different clouds under a single
unified interface.
Specifically, using the encapsulation characteristic of OOP,
cloud resource abstraction AR can be represented as a
class due to programming languages (e.g. Python, Java).
The class provides management functions for CAL users
via its interface and the users do not need to care about
implementation details of abstraction components (VM,
M ). The VM abstraction enables CAL users to create
easily VMs via unified parameters (HWclass and SW ) in
OOP methods even though the VMs belong to different
cloud infrastructures. In the similar way of using encapsulation for AR and VM above, the rest of abstractions
such as HWclass , SW, BaseSW, App and M also can be
designed and used simply through OOP.
On the other hand, due to the polymorphism characteristic of OOP, CAL functions can be used in different cases.
This helps avoid programming functions that have identical features. The polymorphism also enables CAL users
(cloud service developers) to develop new functionalities
for their service based on combining existing CAL functions without programming again.
According to inheritance feature, using OOP for implementing abstraction approach allows creating child abstraction layers based on an initial abstraction layer. Thus,
the child layers inherit functionalities of the initial layer
without having to rewrite the code. More importantly,
a child layer can become the parent layer of their child
layers. It means that the expansions of abstraction layers
are unlimited, depending on the requirement of users, in
which one layer of abstraction looks at an object-oriented
application as consisting of service providers and serviceconsumers or clients. Clients of a server are interested
only in what the server provides (its behavior) and not
how it provides it (its implementation). The client only
needs to know the public interface of a class it wants to
use - what methods it can call, their input parameters,
what they return and what they accomplish.
Based on the inheritance characteristic of OOP, one software layer, which was created by a developer, can also be
used and further extended by other developers. Figure

2 shows the inheritances by multiple service developers
relying on CAL. In this figure, the first developer defines
software layer 1 with new functionalities on demand from
his or her users. In other words, software layer 1 inherits
all functions and hides implementation details of CAL in
its functionalities. Similarly, the second developer defines
functionalities for software layer 2 over the layer 1 by inheriting and hiding layer 1 functionalities. As the result,
each software layer is practically a platform-as-a-service
by itself, because users only use the services via a clear interface provided by the developers without interacting directly with VMs on clouds. For concrete example, a developer creates a LAMP stack (Linux-Apache-PHP-MySQL)
layer that is equivalent to web-hosting platforms for his or
her service users. Another developer can use this LAMP
layer to provide web applications (e.g. wiki, forum) without manipulating with the cloud infrastructures.
Since higher software layers are independent from cloud
infrastructures, if CAL correctly operates with
multi-clouds, any services using CAL will also operate
correctly on the infrastructures. Generalized interoperability problem of cloud systems can be reduced into the
interoperability problem of selected software layers in this
development framework. Developers can easily move services (software layers) among various clouds without depending on providers.

4.

Designing CAL

Architecture of CAL is depicted in Figure 3. It contains
three components: interface, drivers and data repository.
The interface provides interaction between CAL and its
users. Therefore, from the view of service developers, it
is visible. Otherwise, the drivers and data repository are
designed to hide under the interface. Since the number of
variations of VMs is often limited (some major OS flavors
or VM types), making these functionalities operate correctly on a given cloud infrastructure can be solved with
reasonable efforts.

4.1

CAL Interface

The interface is designed to provide functional abstractions of the cloud resources. Using the CAL, service developers just reuse the functions of CAL interface to create their services. For easier understanding, the functions
are divided into numerous groups, consisting of:
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Figure 3: CAL architecture
• Setting Cloud: enables developers to set which
cloud will be used. This group has only setCloud()
function.
• Provisioning: consists of start() and stop() function to create and terminate the VMs.

CAL is similar to the relationship of a hardware device
(e.g. graphic card) and an application or OS in traditional
computer, where hardware driver acts as a translator between the device and application. Indeed, the drivers of
CAL also act as intermediaries to translate the developersâĂŹ commands (via functionalities of CAL interface)
to clouds. Because of the incompatibility of APIs, every
cloud must have a driver of its own.

• Monitoring: getting actual information of the machines (cloud provider, IP address, ID instance and
so on) by status() function.

Because CAL provides only basic functionalities of VM,
the drivers thus do not need to implement all API actions.
The CAL functionalities are implemented through APIs
covering Provisioning, Monitoring and VM snapshot.

• Execution: running commands on VMs by execute() function.

4.3

• Transfer includes two functions: put_data() to upload and get_data() to download data from the
VMs.
• VM Snaphost: creates/restores snapshot of VM
into an image.
The group involves
create_snapshot() and restore_snaphsot() function.
While the functions of Provisioning, Monitoring and VM
Snapshot group use cloud APIs to implement actions of
VM, Execution and Transfer do not. The reason is that
there are no APIs that support the operations. The advantage of CAL is to provide developers with functionalities in order to overcome the restrictions. In this way,
CAL abstracts the connection, realization process and
hides implementation details by the functions of Execution and Transfer. As the result, developers can run commands or upload, download their data without having
to directly connect to VM. Since VMs are normally connected via public IP addresses under authentications (e.g.
key pair, usernames, passwords), Execution and Transfer
functionality are used for all VMs even when they belong
to different clouds.

4.2

Figure 4: Inheritance feature of CAL

CAL Drivers

CAL may have many drivers. Each driver is a module of
API data abstraction, which allows CAL to manage resources from a cloud via its API. As mentioned before,
the number of drivers is in proportion to the number of
clouds that CAL supports. For example, if CAL supports Amazon EC2 and OpenNebula[8] cloud, it means
that CAL will have two drivers. When CAL needs to expand its support for other clouds, the only thing to do
is creating the new driver without changing the original
codes, including interface and existing drivers. The relationship between each driver and the interface within

CAL Data Repository

Besides interface and drivers, data repository plays the
part of memorizing parameters related to VM and services
during CAL usage. For example, the repository stores
name of default baseSWbaseSW, VM snapshot, VM IP
address, VM ID and other configuration parameters (e.g.
administrator name, password, database name). A data
repository for CAL brings many advantages for service
developers, including:
• Optimization of the CAL usage - the developers do
not have to repeat the values of VM IP address, VM
ID or other parameters (e.g. service password) in
every functional abstraction. All of them are stored
automatically in the data repository, thus simplifying CAL use.
• Elimination of repeating service installations, since
VM snapshot names are stored in the repository.
Service developers can optimize the VM start process by checking existing services. If a service is
available, its snapshot will be used to create VM.
Otherwise, the developers will deploy developed services in the normal way (with a baseSW ).

4.4

Inheritance of CAL Functions

As mentioned before, developers can easily create cloud
services by using CAL. This is shown in Figure 4. The
developers just have to inherit the existing functional abstractions of CAL for creating new service functions, which
can be grouped as follows:
• Initialization: Developers just reuse the Setting
Cloud functionality of CAL to select cloud in order to deploy their services. Then they create a
VM on the cloud by using the functions of Provisioning. The developers can add OS commands to
install software packages on newly created VM by
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Execution. Otherwise, they also can upload their
initial data or applications into the VM by Transfer.
• Backup/Restoration: comprise service functions
to perform two tasks:
– Creating/restoring VM snapshot for the service. For this purpose, the developers inherit
VM Snapshot functionalities.
– Creating/restoring user backup data, the developers reuse Execution and Transfer.
• Service functionalities: Developers can create
other functions for their services by reusing and combining the existing functional abstractions of CAL.
For example, for database servers, they can add
a number of functions to import database, make
query, and so on. The database functions are programmed based on Execution and Transfer.
One of the most important things is that during development, the developers do not need to use any specificmiddleware APIs or connect directly to VMs as well. They
only inherit the functions provided by CAL. The developers can thus simply select the target cloud to deploy
their service without having to worry about incompatible
cloud systems. Meanwhile, their user (distinguish from
the developer) will just use the service via Initialization,
Backup/Restoration and service functionalities. The user
would not require caring about how and where the service
is developed and deployed.

5. Case Studies
5.1

Experimental Setup

Our current implementation of CAL prototype bases on
the installations of three middlewares: OpenStack[12] Folsom release, Eucalyptus 2.0.3 (open source version) [11]
and OpenNebula 3.8. The purpose of this setup is to provision VMs that belong to those middlewares at the same
time. Tests are successful if and only if all VMs have
SSH access. For that purpose, all three middlewares are
installed and configured separately in our servers. Each
of them consists of a controller node, a management network (switch) and at least two compute nodes. For controller nodes, each server blade is equipped with processor Xeon including 16 cores (2.93 GHz), 24GB of RAM
and 1TB hard drive, meanwhile for compute nodes, each
server blade is equipped with processor Xeon with 24 cores
(2.93 GHz), 48GB of RAM and 2TB hard drive. Linux is
installed for all servers as OS. KVM hypervisor is used for
all three systems. An Ubuntu 12.04 images are created
and deployed on the clouds. While OpenStack, Eucalyptus are configured with Glance [14] and Walrus [4] respectively as internal image storage services, OpenNebula
uses non-shared file systems [16] with transferring image
via SSH for test purpose.

5.2

Development and Deployment of Cloud Monitoring Service

The realistic services are the best way to show and demonstrate the CAL effects. In the direction, this section
presents the development and deployment of a cloud monitoring service for distributed systems based on CAL. Additionally, the layering feature of the services is also demonstrated here.
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A monitoring service must have the ability to provide data
usage of components within VM and fundamental aspects
of appliances in that VM. As a consequence, the service
needs to be adaptable and extensible in order to support
the expanding functionality. To address all of the requirements and functionalities, the main features for service to
be taken into account are as follows:
• Scalability: ensures that the monitoring can cope
with large numbers of VMs.
• Adaptability and extensibility: ensure the monitoring framework can adapt to varying computational
load.
• Federation: ensures that any VM which resides on
various clouds can be monitored.
To establish such features, the monitoring service is built
based on Nagios core framework application. First reason
of the choice is that Nagios core is a powerful monitoring solution that is used by large IT organizations [6].
Otherwise, it also has been one of the most prevalent
monitoring solutions known in open source community.
The second reason is that the core does not contain any
checking tools (called Nagios add-ons) at all. Due to this
important feature, Nagios core can provide a robust, reliable and extensible framework for any type of check that
a user can come up with. Currently, the most general
Nagios add-ons are:
• NRPE (Nagios Remote Plugin Executor) provides
the ability to monitor VM metrics (e.g. disk space,
CPU workload).
• Nagios BPI (Bussiness Process Inteligence) creates a
way to visualize business process health by grouping
hosts and services together, and creating rules to
discern the true health of the network infrastructure
as it relates to the business.
• Nagiosgraph extracts information from the Nagios
output, processes it, and then insert it into one or
more round-robin database (RRD) files. The plugin
also embedded RRD file directly into Nagios interface in form of graphs as trend reports.

5.2.1

Nagios Monitoring Framework Service

Using Python language the high-level abstraction layer is
represented as “CAL” class, which provides the basic functions of VM. For each cloud infrastructure, we respectively define separate classes: Openstack, Eucalyptus and
OpenNebula, which are the drivers of these clouds.
Figure 6 describes the software layering of monitoring
framework service. In the context of the implementation
using CAL, the framework can be considered as platformas-a-service layer that can be used for many different monitoring purposes. Based on the layer, developers can program to provide various specific monitoring services by
installing Nagios add-ons. In this way, the Nagios add-on
services are equivalent as software-as-a-service layer over
the monitoring framework.
Although Nagios core is a large and complicated application that normally requires expert computer skills to
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Figure 5: Nagios monitoring framework service
install and configure, using CAL, the development process of monitoring framework service can be carried out
quite easily. The monitoring framework service is implemented as Nagios class. Service methods are created by
reusing (inheritance mechanism) the CAL methods.

Figure 6: Deployment time of Nagios framework
monitoring service

The monitoring framework service is implemented to operate on Linux server. Installation commands of Nagios
are predefined in configuration files, which are uploaded
to VM.

5.2.2

NRPE Monitoring Service

As mentioned before, NRPE is one of the most popular
add-ons of Nagios core. This section describes the implementation and use of NRPE service, which can monitor
resources and services running on cloud VMs. In the development framework, NRPE monitoring service is equivalent to SaaS layer because it is developed based on a
platform (Nagios monitoring framework service). NRPE
add-on provides a lot of different monitoring functionalities such as check disk, CPU load, memory, users, number
of running/zombie process, service status (http, apache,
MySQL), and so on. All of the functions are defined in the
object definition files. In this way, users have the ability
to choose which resource or services are monitored.
The NRPE functions are implemented as methods of NRPE
class. Similar to monitoring framework service, the installation commands also are predefined in configuration
files that are uploaded to VM to execute. Otherwise, to
remove or stop NRPE service on monitoring framework,
the removing file with un-installation commands defined
inside is used.
Transparently, during the service development, only monitoring framework service functions are used. Developers
do not need to know about VM, SSH, SCP commands as
well as implementation details of the monitoring framework service. The NRPE monitoring is called through the
following commands:

5.3

Experimental Results

To evaluate operation of CAL, Nagios framework monitoring service and NRPE service, the deployment process is tested on three cloud installations with various
VM types. The experimental measurement is repeated
20 times for each of the VM type of each cloud. The
NRPE service deployment process is experimented based
on Nagios framework layer, which already has been deployed into the VMs of three cloud middlewares. The
average times are summarized in Table 1. The duration
time is calculated in seconds.

!

" #

Figure 7: Deployment time of NRPE monitoring
service
Figure 6 represents the deployment time results of Nagios framework monitoring service described in Table 1.
There are some observations that can be made from inspecting the results: first, Nagios framework monitoring
service can operate well on all three cloud infrastructures
at the same time without changing its implementation
codes. Second, in comparison between OpenStack with
the rest, the middleware gains better performance. This
is demonstrated by the experiment results presented in
table above. Specifically, the deployment process of Nagios core framework service using OpenStack is faster than
using Eucalyptus (approx. 49%) and using OpenNebula
(approx. 57%).
The deployment time results of NRPE service are illustrated by diagram in Figure 7. The experiment proves
that NRPE service operates well on Nagios monitoring
framework deployed on the different clouds. More importantly, the development and deployment process of NRPE
service emphasize that CAL software layering feature as
well as the feasibility of our approach.
In summary, the case studies give the following important
outcomes:
• CAL operates well with the installed cloud middlewares. It provides the development and deployment
framework for service developers and users.
• The framework enables software layering, in which
each layer is the foundation for new layers over it.
During the development, deployment and use process, they only inherit and reuse available functions
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VM Type
OpenStack

Eucalyptus
OpenNebula

small
medium
large
small
medium
large
small
medium
large

Nagios framework
monitoring service
346.296
341.407
334.121
626.204
621.812
618.698
808.742
796.186
788.233
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NRPE service
20.276
19.128
17.765
58.421
53.357
52.245
70.603
66.679
60.603

Table 1: Deployment time results of Nagios framework monitoring service
of preceding layers instead of directly using any functionality of VM and cloud middlewares.
• The developed services were tested and work well.
• The developed services are independent from cloud
infrastructures and they have the ability to be deployed on different clouds at the same time.
• The process of deploying services takes a long time,
however, since the process is realized automatically,
the time for deployment is always less than manipulation of the traditional approaches.
Beside the case studies with Nagios monitoring service
and its add-ons, we built a number of other cloud services, namely cloud database and web-hosting services.
Similar to the studies presented in this papers, the other
services developed in CAL framework also can be operated well with our cloud installation middlewares. This
demonstrated that our approach has the ability to apply
widely in developing and deploying interoperable services
in cloud environment. Relying on that CAL solves one of
the outstanding problems for cloud computing today.

The mechanism thus allows simplification in development and deployment of services within cloud environments.
2. Mechanism to enable interoperability of cloud
computing services: service codes that are implemented using CAL can be packed and delivered
for deployment on various clouds without obstacles
such as incompatible APIs, virtualization technologies or other middleware components. This means,
the codes are written once but can be used on many
clouds without re-implementation. In this way, this
mechanism allows achieving the interoperability,
which is one of the invaluable features for cloud computing today.
3. Adding values for cloud providers: due to the
abstraction approach of CAL, cloud services are developed and deployed independently of providers.
So, the providers do not have to change in order
to support the services. This still ensures the competitiveness among the vendors. Otherwise, they
achieve benefits when service developers/users exploit cloud resources more easily, exciting the growth
of consumer market for IaaS cloud providers.

6. Conclusions
The study described in this paper was carried out in the
emerging context of cloud computing with issue linked
to the development and deployment of services over IaaS
clouds at once. In this direction, this research focused
on building a tool that enables every service to be able to
develop and deploy into different clouds without requiring
additional complicated work form developers and special
supports from providers or middlewares. The tool was
named “CAL” that brings the following results:

Since CAL services are independent from underlying infrastructures, they can be published in a marketplace that
allows other service developers or pure users to download
and use them without coding. Consequently, in the near
future, we will continue to build the marketplace for CAL
services.

1. Mechanism to simply develop and deploy services in different IaaS clouds: cloud services
are treated as objects with strongly defined interfaces. The services thus are developed based on abstraction approach and OOP. CAL acts as development framework for the services. It includes basic
functionalities of VMs that belong to many clouds.
With the available functions, developers easily define the interface for their services without the necessity to access application code directly; in other
words, without connecting directly to VMs to configure, install the applications. In addition, developers also can customize, extend services developed
by others to create new services without access to
original codes. Due to CAL, the services are developed and used with minimum VM manipulations.
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Abstract

1.

Information security plays a key role in protection of organization’s assets. There exist a number of standards and
guidelines providing huge lists of security controls that,
if properly used, might be useful against cyber threats.
However, these standards leave the process of controls
selection to the organizations. Security manager has to
carry out a decision on implementation of security controls. Deciding which controls should be encompassed
and which bypassed could be tough and indeterminate,
since different sources usually prefer another solutions.
This work presents motivation for using metrics as an instrument for a risk analysis.

Information security risks pose a serious threat to organizations dependent on their information systems. Both
known and unknown vulnerabilities can be exploited to
compromise security attributes - confidentiality, integrity,
and availability of information used by organization.
There exist different layers of security including physical protection, protection by cryptography, ensuring authenticity or asset classification in order to minimize the
effect of both internal or external threats. It is necessary that responsible leaders and managers understand
their responsibilities and support the information security management so it could improve the protection of
organization assets.

The main goal of this work is to define proper security
evaluation model for an organization, based on the score
of security mechanisms. We present a mathematical model
of evaluation, which minimizes subjectivity in this process
and it should lead to more automatized risk analysis and
make the results of the analysis more comparable. Our
work is based on the ISO/IEC 27002 standard on which
is built our evaluation model.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.6.5 [Management of Computing and Information
Systems]: Security and Protection; K.6.m [Management of Computing and Information Systems]: Miscellaneous—Security
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Introduction

Operational cybersecurity is becoming more significant
area of Computer Science. It is difficult to demonstrate
a progress in this area, all the systems connected to the
Internet are periodically under attack and the statistics
about successful attacks still show the same ratio. In [5]
authors analyze the progress in the automobile safety and
compare it to the computer security. It is easier to eliminate known threats that do not change over time, as in the
automobile industry the adversaries are natural laws that
remain the same. In terms of computer security there are
human adversaries that are evolving over time, therefore
it is impossible to define static goals and to reach them.
The main process that is supposed to help in security decisions is a risk analysis. Outputs of a risk analysis are
essential inputs for risk management [23, 27]. It provides
a risk manager with a set of significant risks and with data
to assist in treatment of these risks. We can divide risk
analysis approaches into two major groups: quantitative
and qualitative. Quantitative methods are usually preferred because, if following a proper methodology, they
can provide us with more accurate results. Qualitative
methods are influenced by subjective perception of a risk
analyst that conducts this process, so they tend to be
biased.
There are many documents describing risk assessment
techniques, they usually propose theoretical approaches
and provide generic guidances on choosing security controls. But they usually fall short on describing practical
aspects and giving an objective discrete-scale evaluation.
Risk managers and security professionals need formalized
quantitative risk measures and metrics, so they can efficiently and correctly measure risks. The comprehen-
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sive risk management framework with risk metrics would
improve the risk assessment by giving organizations and
would enable easier decision making in information security management.
Our goal is to bring the objectivity into the process of the
risk assessment and evaluation and to express the security
score in an organization in five basic security attributes.
We used the security mechanisms implementation score
to measure the quality of implemented security controls
and the Analytic Hierarchy Process technique to express
the importance of particular mechanisms. Security controls are originated from the ISO/IEC 27002:2005 [11]
standard and we propose security mechanisms for each
control objective from this standard.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The section
2 provides an overview of a related work in the field of the
security evaluation and states problems associated within
this field. The section 3 describes our approach for this
problem and defines methods used in our work. Section
5 provides the discussion and the last section 6 concludes
this document and provides a motivation for further work.

2. Related Work
There are many works in the field of information security
measurements and information security evaluation. Some
of them are important and necessary in making progress
in this field.
Subsection 2.1 discusses most important works in the field
of security quantification and subsection 2.2 outlines works
dealing with the security mechanisms and their evaluation

2.1

Quantification of Security

There exist a number of recent papers describing the security evaluation supported by some sort of metrics or
proposing an evaluation model based on quantitative criteria.
In [18] Sarmah et. al. constructed a formal model for
organization security patterns. This paper uses Formal
Concept Analysis (FCA)[16] method to generate the security pattern lattice that could be used as a hierarchy classification model for information security attributes and
high-level security mechanisms. The work is based on
Common Criteria for Information Technology Security
Evaluation (CCITSE)[12], which serves as a database for
trusted elements used in the model. However the proposed model does not concern security evaluation, it only
discusses the way how the information security elements
could be organized.
In [6] Ekelhart et. al. propose a security ontology for
organizing knowledge on threats, safeguards, and assets.
This work constructs classification for each of these groups
and creates a method for quantitative risk analysis, using
its own framework. The work does not use known standards or guidelines as an input for its evaluation model,
so desired mechanisms and countermeasures have to be
defined in the process of risk analysis.
Fenz, Ekelhart and Neubauer [7] went further with this
approach, they provide information security risk management methodology with their own software solution
- automated framework called AURUM. This complex

framework, based on previously proposed security ontology, helps in automatizing following processes:
• define business-cirical assets and calculate their value,
• determine threat probabilities based on the organization-specific threat environment,
• determine security control implementation gaps,
• provide multi-objective decision support methods to
interactively select control implementation portfolios based on existing implementations.
The first usage of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
for the information security purposes was proposed by
Wang and Wulf in [22]. Their goal was to construct a
framework for measuring system security. In the paper is
described the first sketch of this framework. At the time
of publication, in 1997, there was a serious lack of formal
methods in information security. The authors wanted to
solve following problems:
• define the term ’computer security’
• define a measure that is acceptable to the definition
of computer security
• define a methodology to make useful if not rigorous
estimates of the measures
• validate the measures.
They clearly defined problems associated with this area
and they realized it is not possible to define fully automatized quantitative model, because some of the components
are not easily measurable. Their model decomposed the
system into small parts and used pair-wise comparisons
to determine the relative importance among these parts.
The work contains guidelines on simple measurements using questionnaires that could be transformed into metrics.
The work proposed by Cuihua et al. [4] uses the AHP and
Grey Relational Analytic Process (GRAP) to combine
qualitative evaluation with quantitative decision. First,
it uses the AHP technique to get the security elements
weights and then it analyzes the evaluation data with
GRAP. The paper is also based on CCITSE, but it does
not clarify the process of assigning weights to elements
from this standard. They provide an abstraction of the
AHP and GRAP mathematical model, so that it is not
easy to use their methodology without usage of other
sources. The main idea is interesting, but lacks a validation.
A similar method was used by Yameng et al. [25], but
with a higher number of classes from the Common Criteria standard. They were evaluating a high-assurance
architecture of secure sharing of different security-level information, called Multiple Independent Levels of Security
and Safety (MILS). Their method is almost identical, with
similar problems with mathematical model. Both papers
do not mention that they do not use the plain GRAP,
since it is not sufficient enough for this purpose. They
combine this method with another multi-criteria decision
method, Complex Proportional Assessment (COPRAS).
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This combination was proposed by Zavadskas et al. in
[26].
There are further works that use AHP as a main technique for the security evaluation [8, 13, 24], these do not,
however, follow some well-known standard in information
security and are very similar to previously described papers.
There is also a paper by Verendel [21] criticizing the quantitative security evaluation approach stating that there is
a lack of validation and comparison between these methods against empirical data. The author analyzes significant works between 1981 and 2008 with respect to security
perspective and discuss the validity of proposed methods.
He argue that usually authors of such methods use common and well-known techniques to evaluate data, however
these are not compared to other works in this field, so it
is nearly impossible to determine their quality.

3.

Methods

The methods described in this section are used for security
evaluation based on security mechanisms. This evaluation
is based on the ISO/IEC 27002:2005 standard [11].
This section is divided into two subsections. The section
3.1 provides an overview of the proposed model. The section 3.2 describes the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
technique and its usage for our problem - assignment of
weights in the levels of hierarchy provided by the standard. The section 3.3 provides a motivation of using
I/M/P method for determining weights in the security
mechanisms’ level in hierarchy. The section 4 explains
how to reveal correlation among control objectives by using the factor analysis method.

3.1

Overview
Confidentiality

Security Clause 1

2.2
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Integrity

Security Clause 2

Availability

.....

.....

Security Clause 11

Security Mechanisms

In the field of security mechanisms and controls there are
a few papers trying to propose an approach for their selection and implementation into the organization’s information systems.
Barnard and von Solms [3] proposed security mechanisms
selection and evaluation even before the beginning of electronic commerce era. They chose the British Standard
7799 (a predecessor of the ISO/IEC 27002) as a basis for
their work and they propose four main security aspects
that need to be evaluated - Functionality, Assurance of
Correctness, Assurance of Effectiveness and Assurance of
Operation.
Singh ans Lilja [19] use Plackett & Burman (PB) design
for determining the critical security controls [15]. This
design requires minimum number of experiments to determine the effect of individual controls. For N controls
it requires N+1 experiments. Each control can be implemented either as a low quality component or as a high
quality component. These controls are then arranged in
a matrix in a following way. Each row represents one
experiment with numbers in columns either +1 or -1, indicating the control quality. Using these values together
with the cost of each experiment we can determine the
effect of particular security controls.
Authors compare 17 technical security controls, such as
firewall, log analyzer, browser settings, etc.. They set up
an experiment and provide an example of their method
to prove its benefit in measuring impact of security enhancements.
Llanso [14] introduces CIAM - an approach that provides an initial prioritization of security controls. His
approach uses data related to security incidents, vulnerabilities, business impact, and security control costs. He
selects security controls from NIST 800-30 [20], assign
them weights with support of security experts and estimate their efficiency against security breaches. He examines security controls from in three attack-related areas - prevention, detection, and response with respect to
their defense against top security breaches that are listed
in 2011 Data Breach Investigations Report published by
Verizon [1].

Control Objective 1_1

Control Objective 1_2

.....

Control Objective 1_n
ISO/IEC 27002

Security
Mechanism 1

Security
Mechanism 2

Security
Mechanism 3

.....

.....

Security
Mechanism m

Figure 1: Security mechanisms implement security controls desired by control objectives in standard in order to improve the overall score of information security attributes, depicted at the bottom.
In picture 1 we can see the main idea of our model. We
select appropriate security mechanisms for each control
objective from the standard. One security mechanism
can contribute to one or more control objectives and one
control objective can be supported by one or more security mechansims. These relations are weighted, so we can
adjust the influence of each assignment. We can express
this part of a model with the weighted sum:
COx =

n
X
1

Mi × W (Mi ),

(1)

where Mi is the score of the security mechanism i and
W (Mi ) is its weight. As we can see in the table 1, variable Mi can take six values in accordance to correctness
of implementation and variable W (Mi ) can take values
from interval [0;1]. For example, Cobit [10] defines similar classification in its Maturity model for internal control,
however there is no quantitative parameter - the status of
internal control implementation is expressed in a verbal
way.
Total sum of incoming weights to one control objective
is 1. Following this proposal, each control objective is
evaluated by one value from interval [0;1], which can tell
us, how the organization successes in its implementation.
The other part of the picture depicts the relationship between control objectives and security clause. The standard does not tell us anything about the importance of
particular control objectives for the security clause, how-
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Table 1: Overall score of security mechanisms implementation.
Level Score Description
0
0.0
Not implemented
1
0.2
Implemented with serious limitations
2
0.4
Implemented with minor unknown limitations
3
0.6
Implemented with known limitations
4
0.8
Implemented well, not tested in
a real environment
5
1.0
Implemented well, tested and
verified in a real environment

ever the importance cannot be distributed equally considering just particular security attribute. We will use the
weighted sum to get the evaluation of security clauses:
SCx =

n
X
1

COi × W (COi ),

(2)

where variable COi is the evaluation of the control objective i and variable W (COi ) is its weight.
The last part of the picture is about relationship between
security clauses and security attributes. We have chosen
the way of expressing the overall security score in an organization with standard security attributes, confidentiality,
integrity and availability in order to maximize simplicity
of the result. It improves readability of the final security report also for people who are not familiar with the
ISO/IEC 27002 standard. The security clauses are listed
below together with the abbreviations used later in the
text:

3.2

Analytic Hierarchy Process

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [17] is a technique of
organizing and analyzing complex decisions. Decision factors are arranged in a hierachic structure, splitted into
overall goal, criteria, subcriteria and alternatives in successive levels. We make the judgements upon the lowest
level elements of the hierarchy in the form of paired comparisons. Following the hierarchical structure, we compare them on a single property, without concern about
the other properties, which makes it easier to decide which
one has an advantage over the other one. The comparison
is based on verbal judgements (equal, moderately more,
strongly more, very strongly more, extremely more), expressed in odd values from 1 to 9.
This techique was previously used in several papers concerning risk assessment and security evaluation in information systems [8, 4, 13, 24]. It can be used to analyze
security decisions and to provide recommendations on investing into the right security controls.
In our work we use the AHP to determine weights of particular security mechanisms, so we can find out how do
they contribute to security attributes. Our model is depicted in Figure 2. The model is splitted into the levels
following the AHP technique. First, we define five overall goals - security attributes. Then we assign meaningful
weights to security clauses (SC) and corresponding control objectives (CO) within each attribute. And finally,
we assign weights to security mechanisms (M) chosen for
every control objective. AHP will give us the overall score
of each security mechanism in the context of a security
attribute, which will be further used as a parameter for
security evaluation.

Overall goal

Criteria

Subriteria

• Security policy (SP)

Alternatives

M_1
w_m_1

• Organization of information security (OIS)

.
.
.

• Asset management (AM)

CO_1
w_co_1

• Human resources security (HRS)
• Physical and environmental security (PES)

.
.
.

• Communications and operations management (COM)

SC_1
w_sc1

• Access control (AC)

.
.
.

• Information systems acquisition, development and
maintenance (ISADM)
• Information security incident management (ISIM)

M_N
w_m_n

Confidentiality
w=1

CO_M
w_co_11

• Business continuity management (BCM)
• Compliance (CMP)

SC_11
w_sc11

Each security clause affects each security attribute in some
way. We have to add the weight of each relation to express how significantly does the security clause contribute
to particular security attribute. We will use the following
expression to evaluate the chosen security attribute:
SAx =

n
X
1

SCi × W (SCi ),

(3)

where variable SCi is the evaluation of the security clause
i and variable W (SCi ) is its weight.

Figure 2: Splitting and weight selection process
following the AHP technique.
The proposed method is explained on a concrete example, which can provide an overview, how the evaluation
model works. To save the space, we have chosen security
attribute availability only to illustrate the evaluation.
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Availability SP

SP
1/1
 1/2
OIS

 5/1
AM

HRS
 1/9

P ES
 5/1

COM
 3/1

AC
 1/5
 1/5
ISADM

 1/7
ISIM

 7/1
BCM
CM P
1/3
T
Wava
=

SP
0.077

OIS
2/1
1/1
7/1
1/9
7/1
6/1
1/2
1/3
1/7
7/1
1/2

OIS
0.052

AM
1/5
1/7
1/1
1/9
1/3
1/2
1/7
1/7
1/9
1/2
1/5
AM
0.236

HRS
9/1
9/1
9/1
1/1
9/1
7/1
3/1
2/1
2/1
9/1
7/1
HRS
0.012

P ES
1/5
1/7
3/1
1/9
1/1
1/2
1/5
1/5
1/9
1/2
1/5
P ES
0.185

The first parameter of the model - the availability matrix
- contains the paired comparisons of security clauses. It
denotes how do they contribute in ensuring availability
of assets in an organization. For example, if the comparison between Asset management (AM) and Physical
and environmental security (PES) is 3/1, it means that
AM is three times more important than PES from the
availability point of view. Numbers in the matrix are
estimated from the detailed describtions of the clauses
from the ISO/IEC 27002 standard. We can see this matrix in Equation 4. After three consistency improvals
(squaring the matrix by itself) we get the final normalized
weight vector for security clauses (numbers are rounded
to three decimal places) in Equation 5. We can see that
the most important clauses from the availability point of
view are Asset management, Physical and environmental
security, Business continuity management and Communications and operations management.

3.3

IMP Model and Security Mechanism Weighting

COM
1/3
1/6
2/1
1/7
2/1
1/1
1/5
1/5
1/7
2/1
1/5
COM
0.128

AC
5/1
2/1
7/1
1/3
5/1
5/1
1/1
3/1
1/2
8/1
1/2
AC
0.026

ISADM
5/1
3/1
7/1
1/2
5/1
5/1
1/3
1/1
1/7
6/1
1/4
ISADM
0.043

ISIM
7/1
7/1
9/1
1/2
9/1
7/1
2/1
7/1
1/1
8/1
3/1
ISIM
0.020

BCM
1/7
1/7
2/1
1/9
2/1
1/2
1/8
1/6
1/8
1/1
1/8
BCM
0.192

CM P
3/1
2/1
5/1
1/7
5/1
5/1
2/1
4/1
1/3
8/1
1/1
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CM P

0.029

(4)

(5)

rity mechanism’ instead of the ’security control’ because
the latter term could indicate the usage of NIST 80030 security controls). First, he computes weights of these
controls, using three component weights - Prevention, Detection and Response (P/D/R) against an attack. The
weight of a control i is computed by following equation:
RawW eightingi = wPi .owPi + wDi .owDi + wRi .owRi
(6)
where overall weightings have values owPi = 0.5, owDi =
0.25, owRi = 0.25, because prevention is more valuable
than the other two. Control’s contribution to these three
actions (wPi , wDi , wRi ) are scores. These are determined
by subject matter experts (SMEs) and each of them holds
a value in interval < 0, 1 >.
After this step, he computes relative weighting as a ratio
between one security control and all the other controls:
RawW eightingi
RelativeW eightingi = Pn
j=1 RawW eightingj

(7)

Since there are many security mechanisms, an organization has to decide, which of them are useful and which
are ineffective in contribution to its security goals.

Then he is able to compute the priority, using relative
weightings, scores, attack step frequencies, CVSS impacts
and costs.

There are eleven security clauses in the standard and each
one is dealing with the different part of security, we have
to use different types of security mechanisms. A NIST
classification of security mechanisms constitutes three categories [20]. From our point of view, mechanisms used
in our model also fits to one of these categories, therefore it is not necessary to use a new classification. Every
security mechanism can be assign to one of the following groups: Management, Operational or Technical. It is
much easier to measure the quality of the technical mechanisms, like firewall or intrusion prevention system, but
it is impossible to quantify the quality of management or
operational mechanisms, like information security policy.
Because of character of ISO/IEC 27002 security clauses,
that are mostly policy-based, we cannot measure all the
mechanisms incorporated in the evaluation process automatically. But we can significantly improve the objectivity and simplicity of the evaluation.

Since we do not have the cost dimension in our model, we
will not use the whole prioritization approach. We will
adopt the relative weighting process and adjust it in a
meaning of contribution of security mechanisms to control
objectives. We are not weighting these mechanisms with
respect to possible attacks, but we are looking at how well
do they assure the control objective function. So instead
of P/D/R components we will use Implementation, Maintenance and Policy (I/M/P) components. The equation
remains the same, just with another components and with
another overall weightings:

We have to inspect them in two ways: how do they prevent against security breaches and how do they contribute
to control objective fulfillment. Llanso [14] introduces an
approach for selecting and prioritizing security controls
(in the terminology of this paper, we use the term ’secu-

RawW eightingi = wIi .owIi + wMi .owMi + wPi .owPi
(8)
where overall weightings have values owIi = 0.6, owMi =
0.20, owPi = 0.20. The implementation is the most important component, whithout them the maintenance components does not have a meaning, so we have to take
them into consideration. That is why it has the highest
value. The maintenance ensures the correct function of
the control objective and the policy component specifies,
whether the security mechanism supports also a formal
policy. The relative weighting formula remains the same
as in Equation 7.
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Table 2 presents the “Controls against malicious code”
control objective from “Communications and operations
management” security clause. We assigned five security
mechanisms to this control objective and used the same
approach for determining weights as Llanso [14] did. We
constituted a group of security professionals for this purpose, so they could discuss if the security mechanisms are
properly assigned and what values can they achieve in
each of three components. The last column represents
a relative weighting of particular security mechanisms.
Each component weight has a value on a discrete scale
from 1 to 10, 1 means minimal importance, 10 is the most
significant importance.
Table 2: Controls against malicious code.
Security Mechanism
Implementing
operating
system policies prohibiting
the use of unauthorized
software, downloading unsigned executable files and
working with other than
data files on workstations
without privileges.
Implementing strong account policies with separated privileges and clear
accountability and nonrepudiability.
Deployment of antivirus
software on each system
with the real-time check of
unwanted code and periodical update of this software.
Ensuring that installed
programs are up to date.
Providing business continuity plan - backuping and
version management.

wI
9

wM
5

wP
7

RW
0.244

7

3

9

0.206

9

9

2

0.238

3

9

7

0.156

3

7

9

0.156

4. Correlation of Security Mechanisms
There is another dimension in the security mechanisms selection problem - a correlation between individual mechanisms. We cannot look on particular mechanisms as on
the independent attributes, each one can affect the implementation of another one. It is usually better to have
implemented for example three of them at an average implementation quality level than just one individual mechanism at a comprehensive level [9]. The cost is also a
dimension that plays significant role in the above statement - the maximal quality of the implementation demands usually excessive resources. Commonly, it is more
efficient to choose the way of implementing reasonable
amount of mechanisms at a reasonable quality.
Since there are 131 control objectives and around 3-5 security mechanisms assigned to each of them at average,
it would take a huge amount of time to determine correlation among each pair. We decided to choose a higher
level of abstraction and to inspect a correlation between
control objectives. We integrate this part of the model
with the protection against security breaches, stated in
the beginning of this section.

Statistical data will bring real world into our model. Verizon publishes Data Breach Investigations Reports [1] every year. This report contains comprehensive statistics
that can be used to improve the judgement of particular elements in the AHP model. The report contains a
sample of 761 security breaches organized into the matrix
and splitted into categories. Each security breach is then
identified with four properties:
• Agent - who performs an attack (internal, external,
partner).
• Action - attack type (malware, hacking, social, misuse, error, physical, environmental).
• Asset - which asset was affected (servers, networks,
user devices, offline data, people).
• Attribute - which security attributes were compromised (confidentiality, possession, integrity, authentication, availability, utility).
We will use the Top 10 threat action types by number
of breaches from this record and inspect, how particular control objectives provide prevention against these
breaches. Ideal for this purpose is the Factor Analysis
(FA) method, which describes variability among observed
correlated variables. In this method, the measured variables depend on a smaller number of latent factors. Each
factor can affect several variables in common, so they are
known as common factors. Particular variables can be
then represented as a linear combination of the common
factors. The coefficients in this combination are known as
loadings. FA can be used to reduce the redundant information contained in several correlated variables. However
we will use it to reveal these correlations and to insert
these dependencies in our measurement model.
To save the space, we will not use the whole set of control objectives, but we will pick one sample objective
from each security clause. These are listed in Table 3
among columns in the following order: Information security policy document (CO1 ), Confidentiality agreements
(CO2 ), Inventory of assets (CO3 ), Information security
awareness, education, and training (CO4 ), Physical entry controls (CO5 ), Disposal of media (CO6 ), User password management (CO7 ), Input data validation (CO8 ),
Reporting information security events (CO9 ), Business
continuity and risk assessment (CO10 ), Protection of organizational records (CO11 ). The evaluation is based on
a discrete scale from 1 to 10, 1 means no protection and
10 means maximal protection. We can see that there are
control objectives which are important in the view of these
breaches, like Information security policy document, Information security awareness, education, and training, or
User password management. On the other hand, there are
objectives that have negligable importance, like Inventory
of assets or Business continuity and risk assessment. The
purpose of this evaluation is not to determine the control objectives’ significance, but to reveal possible hidden
relationships between them. Then we can reflect these
findings in the security evaluation.
Now we can use the factor analysis on the matrix obtained
from Table 3. Besides other important characteristics we
get the Pearson’s correlation matrix. In this matrix we
can see dependencies between each two control objectives
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Table 3: Control objectives’ protection against Top 10 security threats.

```
```Con. Obj.
```
Breach
`
`
Keylogger/Formgrabber/Spyware
Exploitation of default
or guessable credentials
Use of stolen login credentials
Send data to external
site/entity
Brute force and dictionary attacks
Backdoor
Exploitation of backdoor
or command and control
channel
Disable or interfere with
security controls
Tampering
Exploitation of insufficient authentication

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6
CO7
CO8
CO9
CO10
CO11

CO1
1
 0.484

 0.208

 0.788

 −0.171

 −0.498
 −0.208

 −0.092

 −0.043

 −0.715
−0.400


CO2
0.484
1
−0.333
0.410
0.263
−0.655
−0.273
−0.063
−0.124
−0.333
−0.469

Table 4: Unrotated
F1
CO1
0.858
CO2
0.690
CO3
-0.128
CO4
0.693
CO5
-0.195
CO6
-0.727
CO7
-0.317
CO8
0.176
CO9
-0.081
CO10 -0.720
CO11 -0.506

CO1

CO2

CO3

CO4

CO5

CO6

CO7

CO8

CO9

CO10

CO11

7

1

1

7

3

1

5

5

5

1

3

7

3

1

8

3

1

9

1

4

1

3

3

1

1

5

7

3

7

1

5

1

5

5

1

1

7

3

3

5

1

3

1

5

7

1

3

9

5

3

9

1

5

1

5

5
5

3
1

1
1

7
5

5
3

1
1

5
5

5
3

5
5

1
1

3
7

7

3

1

7

8

1

5

2

5

1

5

8
7

3
3

1
1

8
8

3
7

1
1

1
5

1
1

5
3

1
1

3
5

CO3
0.208
−0.333
1
0.519
0.053
0.509
0.515
−0.232
0.207
−0.111
0.156

CO4
0.788
0.410
0.519
1
−0.073
−0.054
0.127
−0.265
−0.254
−0.573
−0.473

CO5
−0.171
0.263
0.053
−0.073
1
0.103
0.139
−0.190
0.033
0.404
0.255

component matrix.
F2
F3
0.313
0.048
-0.145 -0.434
0.851
0.436
0.720 -0.023
0.040 -0.303
0.540 -0.027
0.432
0.082
-0.573 0.671
-0.188 0.413
-0.121 -0.218
0.059 -0.073

(Equation 9). Table 4 shows us the unrotated component
matrix, consisting of three main factors. This matrix represents the significance of elements within each factor.
By inspecting factor 1, we can see that it depends on the
following control objectives: Information security policy
document, Confidentiality agreements, Information security awareness, education, and training. It means that
these control objectives are somehow bounded together
from the view of security breaches. Factor 2 has higher
loadings for control objectives Inventory of assets, Infor-

CO6
−0.498
−0.655
0.509
−0.054
0.103
1
0.417
−0.456
−0.135
0.509
0.307

CO7
−0.208
−0.273
0.515
0.127
0.139
0.417
1
−0.190
−0.056
0.212
0.128

CO8
−0.092
−0.063
−0.232
−0.265
−0.190
−0.456
−0.190
1
0.432
−0.232
−0.267

CO9
−0.043
−0.124
0.207
−0.254
0.033
−0.135
−0.056
0.432
1
0.207
−0.097

CO10
−0.715
−0.333
−0.111
−0.573
0.404
0.509
0.212
−0.232
0.207
1
0.156

CO11

−0.400
−0.469 

0.156 

−0.473 

0.255 

0.307 
0.128 

−0.267 

−0.097 

0.156 
1

(9)

mation security awareness, education, and training, and
Disposal of media. The last factor has higher loading only
for Input data validation, so we can say there will be no
dependence emanating from this factor.
Obviously, the dependence cannot be determined only by
mathematical methods because of the character of particular control objectives. For example, if we have an objective that supports implementation of antivirus software
and the other objective, implementing periodical software
updates, these are clearly highly correlated. However, we
can say that the second one supports the first one highly,
but it does not work in the opposite way. Software updates are not affected by implementation of antivirus software, so there is only one-way dependence. We have to use
a group of security professionals to determine the character of dependencies.
We can explicate the results in the following way. Information security policy document is clearly an important
control objective, Confidentiality agreements and Information security awareness, education, and training objectives depend on it. The latter two do not contribute
to the first one, so there will be only one way correlation.
Similarly, they do not have cross-dependency. Disposal of
media and Inventory of assets are dependent on Information security awareness, education, and training. Disposal
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of media is also dependent on Inventory of assets. So we
have five relationships in total, each of them is only one
way dependence. Now we can use the correlation values
to affect the evaluation of security mechanisms.
In Equation 10 we can see the evaluation of control objective i. SCOi is the score of control objective i, obtained
by the evaluation, RWCOi is its weight, SCOj is the score
of control objective j, that is correlated with i and CORij
is the correlation between them. It is easy to see that the
fraction can gain values from interval < 0, 0.5 > and can
significantly improve the value of the final score, if both
the correlation and the correlated control objective’s score
are high.

n 
Y
SCOj ∗ CORij
F inalScoreCOi = RWCOi ∗
SCOi +
1 + CORij
j=1

weights in the model we will try to determine the metrics
that measure the quality of implemented security mechanisms. Most of these metrics should be easy to gather,
ideally in an automatic way, so after the completion of
this system it could assess the security state in an organization periodically with the minimal amount of human
input.
If we compare our methodology with published works in
sections 2.1 and 2.2, we consider following parts of our
work the most important from the view of contribution
in the field of security evaluation:
• Construction of the whole evaluation model, not
only one fraction of the model. In various works
[18, 4, 25, 26, 8, 13, 24, 19] were published only
partial model results, so that it cannot be verified
if it works properly when employed as evaluation
technique in some more complex model.

(10)
The score of SCOi depends on evaluation of security mechanisms associated to the control objective i and it is the
product of the security mechanism’s weighting and its
score. The calculation of SCOi is stated in Equation
11. The score of the security mechanism’s implementation (S( Mj )) is determined by security analyst and can
have a value in interval < 0, 1 >, 0 means no implementation and 1 means that it is implemented well, tested
and verified in a real environment.
SCOi =

n
X
j

SMj ∗ RWMj

• Enhancement of objectivity by employing quantitative evaluation techniques. We used factor analysis by using security statistics from Verizon’s Data
Breach Investigations Report [2] and weight determination by subject matter experts in order to minimize subjective inputs that are brought into the
model by collecting security mechanisms evaluation
data.

(11)

• Unification of requirements when inspecting compliance with the ISO/IEC 27001 standard. Scores of
security mechansims are computed in a same way in
every organization and results are expressed from
the security clauses or security attributes point of
view. We introduced formal measurements methods that are auxiliary to the standard and help in
determining its fulfillment.

The evaluation of control objective’s weight (RWCOi ) is
not in the scope of this paper, since we do not propose
the complete evaluation model, we only designate a selection method for security mechanisms and identify their
relationships and dependencies.

5. Discussion
We showed in the previous sections that the AHP technique can provide us meaningful results if we define proper
relations between security elements. We also proposed
and described the approach of selection of security mechanisms. Factor analysis can significantly help in a process
of dependencies identification. This approach can be inherited in a complex security evaluation system in order
to maximize the automation and to increase the objectivity.
The pair-wise comparison in the AHP is a reasonable approach for deciding weights of a complex system, such as
the security evaluation system. The only problem could
be the granularity. The question is if the 9-step judgement is precise enough. Xuhua et. al. [4] state this
problem in their work, however they do not come to any
results - following their opinion, some people consider it
as reasonable, the others indicate that the precision of
this approach is not sufficient. Xinlan et. al. [24] suggest to combine this approach with the fuzzy theory, that
can bring in the continuousness. Because of that we decided to use more detailed evaluation on the lowest level
- when measuring weights and scores of security mechanisms. We adjusted a method proposed by Lanso [14] for
our purposes and used three component weights, implementation, maintenance and policy.
Our approach can serve as a basis for the automatized
evaluation system. After successful determination of all

6.

Conclusions

In this document we proposed a way to evaluate the security in an organization using the implementation level of
the security mechanisms.
We used the ISO/IEC
27002:2005 standard as a database for security controls
and we assigned security mechanisms to each control objective from this standard. The Analytic Hierarchy Process technique helped us to determine proper weights of
particular security elements from the standard and the
I/M/P component weighting model was used to adjust
weights of security mechanisms. These weights serve as
parameters of security evaluation model which uses mechanisms’ scores as input values and produces results in
three main security attributes - confidentiality, integrity
and availability. There is also an option to view on the
evaluation results from the security clauses’ perspective,
if we want to examine compliance with the standard.
For the evaluation based on our model we constructed a
software tool that computes the security state in an organization. Security analyst will determine the score of
security mechanisms and the model will give us meaningful values in security attributes.
The ISO/IEC 27001 risk analysis do not deliberate the
quality of implemented security mechanisms, it only investigates whether these mechanisms are present at the
organization’s security processes. The purpose of the
whole work is to extract the useful information from the
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selected metrics, evaluate it, and to show the results on a
concrete scale which will show us the whole picture about
security in the organization.
In the future, we would like to automatize also the mechanisms’ scores gathering. The model could be enhanced
by extracting the useful information from the selected security metrics and use it to determine the value of the
mechanisms’ scores. We would like to test the relevance
of our settings in a real environment, by comparing our
results with the known security state after the completion
of the security software tool based on our model.
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Abstract
In this paper, a methodology for deriving concurrency
coverage metrics which measure how well the synchronisation and concurrency-related behaviour of tested programs has been examined is introduced. Next, our experiences with testing multi-threaded programs using a noise
injection technique are discussed showing that there is no
silver bullet among the noise injection techniques. Finally, a novel use of stochastic optimisation algorithms in
the area of concurrency testing is proposed in the form
of their application for finding suitable combinations of
values of the many parameters of tests and the noise injection techniques. The approach has been implemented
in a prototype way and tested on a set of benchmark programs, showing its potential to significantly improve the
testing process.

1. Introduction
The arrival of multi-core processors into regular computers accelerated development of software that uses multithreaded design to utilize the available hardware resources.
Threads which exist within a process share process resources such as process memory which makes communication among threads seemingly easier but, on the other
hand, prone to errors. Errors in concurrency are not only
easy to cause, but also very difficult to discover and localize due to the non-deterministic nature of multi-threaded
computation. This situation stimulates research efforts
which are currently devoted to all sorts of methods for
discovering errors in concurrency (or, for proving their
absence), including testing, dynamic analysis, as well as
various approaches of formal verification.
Program testing is the most common way of finding errors
in programs. In testing, a programmer or tester creates
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a test case which is defined by inputs and corresponding
outputs. The test case is executed. If a failure occurs,
there is an error in the program or in the test case. Testing is often combined with coverage analysis—a process
of collecting, reviewing and analysing coverage metrics
which allow to measure occurrence of a considered phenomena during the testing. Dynamic analysis which is
also often called runtime verification is based on program
tracing in which he gathered information from the test
execution is analysed with an intention to discover abnormal execution conditions. Techniques that do not execute the program include static analysis, theorem proving, abstract interpretation and model checking. There
exist many different approaches ranging from rather simple code patterns static analyses to quite complex formal
automatic or semi-automatic methods such as abstract
interpretation.
Despite the intense research in the area, deterministic
testing, advanced static analyses, abstract interpretation,
and model checking which are able to prove correctness
of multi-threaded programs are still too demanding and
do not scale well. Instead, simple static analyses, nondeterministic testing, and dynamic analysis are usually
used by software developers and testers to search for errors in the code (this approach is sometimes called bug
hunting).
In this paper, testing and dynamic analysis of concurrent
programs are combined with metaheuristic techniques.
Stochastic optimisation techniques, also called metaheuristics or search-based optimisation [14], employ a certain
degree of randomness in the process of finding as optimal
as possible solutions to complex well-defined problems.
Such problems commonly have a large space of possible
solutions (also known as search space) and no known efficient and complete solution. Instead, heuristics are used
to partially explore the search space and favour promising
parts of the space with good solutions. In order to be able
to distinguish suitability of each solution, metaheuristic
techniques define the so-called fitness function which is
problem specific and express the quality of each candidate
solution with respect to the chosen goal. With a metaheuristics approach, there is no guarantee to find globally
optimal solutions. However, metaheuristics deliver satisfactory solutions for complex problems in a reasonable
time.
One of the most popular techniques which is also used in
our approach are the genetic algorithms (GAs) [14]. GAs
are inspired by the evolution processes in nature, handle a set of solutions (called population) in memory, and
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during each iteration determine the next population using
a stochastic algorithm containing three major steps called
selection, crossover, and mutation. A solution in the genetic algorithm is encoded as a vector of values (usually
but not necessarily of boolean values) called a genome.
The selection operation decides which available solutions
(also called parents) will be used to infer a new member
of the next population. The crossover operation combines two parents, and the mutation operation modifies
(mutates) the result of the crossover. GA appropriately
combines exploration and exploitation and often can find
a good solution for the given problem.

2. Advanced Techniques of Testing Concurrent
Programs
A sequential program is executed as a single process with
a single thread of control. When it is executed with
the same input, the sequential program goes through the
same sequence of instructions and provides the same output. This mostly deterministic behaviour makes analysis and verification of sequential programs simpler. On
the other hand, a concurrent program is executed within
one or more processes including multiple threads of control. Non-deterministic scheduling causes that the multithreaded program executed with the same input multiple
times may produce different outputs.
A crucial issue when testing concurrent software is to test
as many different (and hopefully relevant) interleavings
as possible. To achieve that, one can use stress testing which uses more active threads than the number of
available processors so that at any given time only some
threads are running, thus reducing the predictability of
interactions between threads. This technique is however
effective only a little. Advanced approaches to test concurrent software, which are described below, are based on
a repeated execution of the same test with the same inputs and on detecting whether an error occurred during
the execution. Such detection can be based on a failure
detection, assertion checking, or some dynamic detection
technique. During each execution, the techniques try to
affect the scheduler with an intention to see interleavings
which have not been spot during the previous executions
of the test. The number of different interleavings is increased either by injecting of the so-called noise into test
executions or by enforcing deterministic scheduling.
Noise injection techniques [4] inject either randomly or
based on some heuristics a noise into the test execution.
The noise causes a delay in the execution of a selected
thread, giving other threads which are ready to run an opportunity to make a progress. An advantage of the noise
injection approach is that the method does not require any
modification of the execution environment nor a manual
modification of the test. The tested system is automatically instrumented. The instrumentation typically injects
calls to a noise maker routine into the program code.
Threads executing the modified code then enter the noise
maker routine that decides—either randomly or based on
some heuristics—whether to cause a noise. Notice that
already the instrumentation itself introduce some noise
into the execution because the thread must execute the
code injected by the instrumentation. The technique is
mature enough to be used for testing of real-life software.
Interleavings obtained by the noise injection technique are
all valid. Therefore, the technique does not introduce any
false alarms.
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Deterministic testing [2] controls thread scheduling decisions during the test execution and systematically explores the interleaving space. Such tools are inspired by
the work on model checking and can be seen as lightweight model checking (or execution-based model checking). The tools explore alternative scheduling scenarios
using re-initialisation of the tested program. To avoid
undesirable modification of the execution environment,
modern tools for deterministic testing, e.g., [12], focus on
application programming interfaces providing synchronisation functionality to the tested programs. The calls of
synchronisation routines of the run-time environment or
OS are intercepted and passed to the deterministic scheduler. This scheduler is able to stop threads which should
not proceed. The system scheduler therefore schedules
only threads allowed to run by the deterministic scheduler. The deterministic scheduler resumes stopped threads
when needed. Despite the introduced techniques are able
to handle large programs thanks to various optimisations,
they still suffer from certain limitations. First, they are
sensitive to other sources of non-determinism (e.g., input/output events) which make it difficult to replay an already captured scenario. Second, during the replay phase,
they usually allow to run only one thread which has a large
impact on the performance of the tested program.
In comparison with the noise injection techniques, techniques based on deterministic control over scheduling are
able to achieve a higher coverage of the synchronisation
scenarios in small and middle size programs thanks to
carefully chosen test scheduling scenarios. These techniques also make debugging much easier because they
are able to provide the interleaving scenario that leads
to an error and allow programmer to replay this scenario.
Therefore, from our point of view, modern deterministic
testing techniques are better for debugging and testing
of isolated modules for which unit tests exist while noise
injection techniques still provide good results for testing
of complex systems.

3.

Concurrency Coverage Metrics

In testing, testers need measures that can be used to asses
how well a program has been tested, how good a test is, or
whether further testing is necessary. For this purpose, the
concept of coverage metrics is used. Coverage metrics are
based on coverage tasks representing different phenomena
whose occurrence in the behaviour of a tested program
is considered to be of interest. Probably the most popular measure is the code coverage which measures how
much of the code (the number of lines, the number of executed statements, the number of branch conditions covered both ways, etc.) has been executed during a test
execution. A high code coverage is a necessary condition
for a good verification. The concurrency coverage metrics
discussed in this chapter measure how well the synchronisation mechanisms and various other concurrency-related
aspects of the behaviour has been exercised.
A common goal of the testing process is to reach a full coverage, i.e., to cover all tasks of the coverage domain. However, obtaining a full coverage for a complex software and
nontrivial metrics is often difficult and expensive. Moreover, for many nontrivial metrics, it is very difficult and
in general undecidable to statically determine reachable
coverage tasks and hence full coverage. Coverage metrics without a known full coverage can, however, still be
used in various ways. First, they can be used for compar-
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isons of testing techniques and tests. Second, they can be
used to control termination of the testing process within
the so-called saturation-based testing where the so-called
saturation effect, i.e., a situation when the obtained coverage stops growing, can be used to determine whether
the testing can be stopped. Finally, they are also useful
in search-based testing discussed in Section 5.
In [9], several new coverage metrics suitable for saturationbased or search-based testing of concurrent programs are
provided. These metrics are based on coverage tasks derived from the information about program behaviour that
is gathered or computed by various dynamic analyses—
Eraser [13], GoldiLocks [5], AVIO [11], and GoodLock [1].
In fact, the idea of inferring new metrics from these analyses is rather generic and can be applied to other dynamic
as well as static analyses (even those that will appear
in the future) too. The proposal is motivated by the idea
that within the development of such analyses, behavioural
aspects of concurrent programs that are highly relevant
for the existence of synchronisation-related errors have
been identified. Hence, it makes sense to measure how
well the aspects of the behaviour tracked by such analyses have been covered during testing.

3.1

Methodology of Deriving New Coverage Metrics

To derive metrics satisfying the criteria set up above, we
propose to get inspired by various existing dynamic (and
possibly even static) concurrency error detection techniques. This is motivated by two observations: (i) These
detection techniques focus on those events occurring in
runs of the analysed programs that appear relevant for
detection of various concurrency-related errors. (ii) The
techniques build and maintain a representation of the context of such events that is important for detection of possible bugs in the program. Hence, trying to measure how
many of such events have been seen, and possibly in how
many different contexts, seems promising from the point
of view of relating the growth of a metrics to an increasing
likelihood of spotting an error.
The described idea is very generic, and one can speak
about a new class of concurrency coverage metrics that
can be obtained in the described manner. A crucial step
in the creation of a new coverage metrics based on some
error detection algorithm is to choose suitable pieces of
information available to or computed by the detection algorithm, which are then used to construct the domain
of the new coverage metrics such that the other, above
mentioned criteria are met. This leads to a trade off
among the precision of the metrics and the amount of
information tracked, the associated computational complexity, and speed of saturation.

4. Noise Injection Heuristics
In this section, heuristics for noise injection are discussed.
Furthermore, the results of a systematic comparison [10]
of several noise injection techniques available in the IBM
Concurrency Testing Tool (ConTest), which represents
the state of the art of noise injection, as well as our newly
proposed coverage-based heuristics [10] on a set of test
cases are summarised.
Existing works discuss three main aspects of heuristic
noise injection: (i) How to make noise, i.e., which type of
noise generating mechanism should be used, (ii) where to
inject noise during a test execution, i.e., at which program

location and at which of its executions (if it is executed
multiple times), and (iii) how to minimise the amount of
noise needed for manifestation of an already detected error when debugging. This section mainly targets the first
two aspects.
There exist several ways how a scheduler decision can be
affected in Java. The noise maker can use calls of yield()
to cause a context switch or sleep() and wait() to cause
a delay. The IBM ConTest tool comes with several more
noise seeding techniques. The synchYield technique combines the yield technique with entering a monitor that is
shared among all threads, the busyWait technique loops
for some time, the haltOneThread technique occasionally
stops one thread until any other thread cannot run, and
the timeoutTampering heuristics randomly modifies the
time-out used when calling sleep() in the tested program.
There also exist multiple noise placement techniques for
determining where to put a noise. The problem of noise
placement can be divided into two subproblems: (i) Which
program locations are suitable for injection of noise and
(ii) which particular occurrence of selected program locations in an execution of the program actually affect by the
noise. IBM ConTest allows to inject a noise before and after any concurrency-related event (including, accesses to
class member variables, static variables, and arrays, and
the calls of wait, interrupt, notify, monitorenter, and
monitorexit routines).

4.1

Suggestions for Noise-based Testing

The previously published systematic comparison of noise
injection heuristics [10] shows that there is no silver bullet
among the many existing noise seeding and noise placement heuristics. Moreover, it identifies weak and strong
aspects of the different heuristics in different contexts and
can thus serve as a guide for a user which intend to apply
the heuristics in the testing process. Apart form that, the
comparison also shows that the newly proposed heuristics may in certain cases provide an improvement in the
testing process. The results of the comparisons are summarised within several suggestions for noise-based testing
presented below.
The results indicate that there is no optimal configuration, and for each test case and each testing goal, a different setting of noise heuristics provide the best result.
Moreover, using a wrong noise injection technique can
in some cases degrade the quality of the testing process.
Therefore, if no information concerning the tested program is available, a good option is to start with the IBM
ConTest default configuration which has the IBM ConTest random parameter enabled. This parameter makes
IBM ConTest select noise heuristics and their parameters
at random before each execution. This setting does often
not achieve the overall best results as shown above but it
provides reasonably good results with a minimal effort.
Otherwise, one has to set up the noise seeding and placement heuristics manually. As for noise seeding heuristics,
good results were often provided by the yield, synchYield,
wait, and busyWait heuristics. The yield and synchYield
heuristics have a minimal impact on the performance of
the test while still providing the best improvement in
some cases. The wait and busyWait heuristics cause a considerable performance degradation but they can help to
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test even rarely executed synchronisation scenarios in complex programs. The results indicate that in most cases
higher noise frequency does not mean a higher probability of spotting an error or higher coverage. On the
other hand, a high noise frequency used with a demanding heuristics (e.g., busyWait) has a negative impact on
the performance of the test.
Both the considered advanced noise seeding heuristics provide in some cases a considerable improvement of the testing process. Therefore, it is worth to enable them and
test whether they positively affect results of the considered test case. Our results indicate that the performance
degradation caused by these techniques is not high. Further, the impact of the timeoutTampering heuristics on
tests which contain calls to timed sleep and wait methods is high. We therefore suggest to perform a simple
static analysis which detects calls of these methods in the
tested program and enables the timeoutTampering heuristics if such calls are present in the code.
As for noise placement heuristics, the heuristics which
focus the noise on a single randomly chosen variable combined with the advanced noise seeding techniques and our
newly proposed heuristics often provide the best results.
We therefore suggest to prefer these heuristics which put
noise only on carefully selected places to heuristics which
simply put noise randomly or to too many places. If the
performance degradation is not an issue, our heuristics
with noise strength computation often provides better results than the heuristics without this feature. And, if
the performance is important, our heuristics without the
noise strength computation often provide the best results.
To sum up, although we provided same hints on using the
noise techniques above, these advises are not definite since
different testing scenarios can quite significantly vary as
we proved by our experiments. Hence, if it is possible, we
suggest to experiment with more noise settings.

5.1
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Most types of the noise seeding or placement heuristics
are adjustable by one or more parameters influencing their
behaviour and efficiency (e.g., noise seeding heuristics are
often parameterized by their strength). Further, one can
combine several noise placement and seeding techniques
within one execution. Finally, it is usually the case that
there exist multiple test cases for a given program that
can also be parametric.
With respect to the above, we formulate the test and noise
configuration search problem (the TNCS problem) as the
problem of selecting test cases and their parameters together with types and parameters of noise placement and
noise seeding heuristics that are suitable for a certain test
objective.
Formally, let T ypeP be a set of available types of noise
placement heuristics each of which we assume to be parameterized by a vector of parameters. Let P aramP be
a set of all possible vectors of parameters. Further, let
P ⊆ T ypeP ×P aramP be a set of all allowed combinations
of types of noise placement heuristics and their parameters. Similarly, we can introduce sets T ypeS , P aramS ,
and S for noise seeding heuristics. Next, let C ⊆ 2P ×S
contain all the sets of noise placement and noise seeding heuristics that have the property that they can be
used together within a single test run. We denote elements of C as noise configurations. Further, like for the
noise placement and noise seeding heuristics, let T ypeT
be a set of test cases, P aramT a set of vectors of their
parameters, and T ⊆ T ypeT ×P aramT a set of all allowed
combinations of test cases and their parameters. We let
T C = T × C be the set of test configurations.

5. Search-based Testing of Concurrent Programs

Now, the TNCS problem can be expressed as searching
for a test configuration from T C suitable wrt. some given
objective function. One can also consider the natural generalisation of the TNCS problem to searching for a set of
test configurations, i.e., a member of 2T C .

Search-based testing applies metaheuristic search techniques [14] to the problem of software testing. In order
to apply metaheuristics to software engineering problems
like testing, one has to consider the following steps [3]:
(i) Decide whether the problem is suitable for searchbased techniques, (ii) formulate the problem as a search/
optimisation problem and define a representation for the
possible solutions, (iii) define the fitness function, (iv) start
with the simple Hill-climbing algorithm—if the results
are encouraging, i.e., better than random search, consider
other local search and genetic approaches, and (v) select
an appropriate metaheuristic technique, its parameters
and operators if necessary.

Metaheuristic algorithms need an objective function in order to compute suitability of the candidate solution (the
fitness function). Fitness of a test configuration tc ∈ T C
wrt. the objective functions has typically to be evaluated by a repeated execution of the test case encoded in tc
with the test parameters and noise configuration that are
also a part of tc. Note that the repeated execution makes
sense due to the non-determinism of thread scheduling.
The evaluation of individual test runs must of course be
combined, which can be done, e.g., by computing the average evaluation or by computing a cumulative evaluation
across all the performed executions.

Above, we show that there is no silver bullet among the
many existing noise injection heuristics. Actually, some
configurations can even decrease the probability of an error manifestation. This is helpful for run-time healing of
errors [7], but it is highly undesirable for detecting them.
Moreover, the number of possible settings of the noise
injection (and also of the test itself) together with the
considerable time needed to run a test in order to evaluate the efficiency of a certain noise configuration makes
exhaustive searching for suitable noise configurations impractical. This is exactly the case where metaheuristic
search techniques can help.

In [8], our initial experiments done with the basic local search algorithm—the Hill-climbing algorithm [14] are
presented. In the experiment, the Hill-climbing algorithm
is compared with the random search approach for solving
the simple TNCS problem. Our results indicate that the
metaheuristic algorithms can be used to solve the TNCS
problem because even the simple Hill-climbing algorithm
is in some cases able to overcome the random approach.
But, the Hill-climbing algorithm often gets stuck in a local optimum. The landscape analysis indicates that the
landscape contains many local optima which are hard to
overcome for the simple Hill-climbing algorithm.
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5.2

A Genetic Approach to the TNCS Problem

In order to utilise a genetic algorithm to solve the TNCS
problem with the considered set of noise configurations,
we let the particular test configurations play the role of individuals. We encode the test configurations as vectors of
integers. The test configuration is either reduced to solely
a noise configuration (when a single test case without parameters is considered), or it consists of the noise configuration extended by one or more specific entries controlling
the test case settings. We, however, concentrate here on
the noise configurations only, which form vectors of numbers in the range (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)–(1000, 5, 3, 6, 2, 2). Here,
the first entry controls the noiseFreq setting, the next two
control the sharedVar and coverage-based noise placement
heuristics. The last three entries control the setting of the
basic and advanced noise seeding heuristics.
We consider the standard one-point, two-point, and uniform element-wise (any-point) crossover operators [14].
Mutation is also done on an element-wise basis, and it
handles ordinal and non-ordinal entries differently. Nonordinal entries are set to a randomly chosen value from
the particular range (including the current value). Ordinal entries (e.g., entries encoding the strength of noise
or the parameter controlling the number of threads the
test should use) are handled using the standard Gaussian
mutation [14] (with the standard deviation set to 10 % of
the possible range or minimal value 2). Finally, we consider standard proportional and tournament-based fitness
selection operators [14] as they are implemented in the
ECJ library.
Based on the results presented in [6], we found as suitable the following setting of the parameters of genetic
algorithms for the considered concretisation of the TNCS
problem: Size of population 20, two different selection
operators (tournament among 4 individuals and fitness
proportional), the any-point crossover with a higher probability (0.25), a low mutation probability (0.01), and two
elites (that is 10 % of the population). We choose the
low mutation probability 0.01 despite our results indicate
that the individuals with highest fitness are most often
found using the higher probability (0.25). This decision
is motivated by our intention to prefer exploitation over
exploration as explained below. This parameter setting is
used in the experiments presented below.
In [6], we proposed a complex objective function for the
TNCS problem. In particular, the stress is on looking for
data races, but as our experiments show, the approach
helps in finding other kinds of concurrency-related errors
too. Namely, we aim at (1) maximising weighted coverage
under the concurrency coverage metric GoldiLockSC [9]
(denoted as W GoldiLockSC below), (2) maximising the
number of warnings GLwarn produced by the GoldiLocks
algorithm [5] (denoted as GLwarn), (3) maximising the
number of detected real errors due to data races (denoted
as error), and (4) minimising the execution time. Our
fitnees function has form:
W GoldiLockSC + 1000 ∗ GLwarn + 10000 ∗ error
time

6. Experimental Results
We evaluate our approach on 5 test cases containing concurrency-related errors. The test cases are listed in Table 1. In the table, the Param column indicates the number of the test case parameters and the number of possible

values of each parameter (e.g., 2, 3 means that the test
takes two parameters, the first with two possible values
and the second with three possible values).
We compare our genetic approach with the random approach which represents the state of the art in the noisebased testing of concurrent programs. In the random approach, we randomly select 2000 test and noise configurations and let our infrastructure evaluate them in the
same way we evaluate individuals in the genetic approach.
Table 1 summarises our results. The table is based on average results obtained from 10 executions of the genetic
and random approach. It is divided into three parts. In
the left part (Test case), the test cases are identified, and
their size and information about their parameters are provided.

6.1

An Evaluation of the Best Individuals

The middle part of Table 1 (Best configuration) contains
three columns which compare the best individual obtained
by our genetic approach and found by the random approach. The Gen. column contains the average number
of generations (denoted as gen below) within which we
discovered the best individual according to the considered
fitness function. The numbers indicate that we are able
to find the best individual according to the considered
fitness function within the first quarter of the considered
generations.
The Error column of the Best configuration section of Table 1 compares the ability of the best individual to detect
an error. The column contains two values (x1 /y1 ). The
first value x1 is computed as the fraction of the average
number of errors found by the best individual computed
by the genetic algorithm and the average number of errors
discovered by the best individual found by the random
generation provided that an equivalent number of executions is provided to the random approach (this number is
computed as gen times the size of the population which
is 20). The second number y1 is computed as the fraction
of the average number of errors found by the best individual computed by the genetic algorithm and the average
number of errors discovered by the best individual found
randomly in 2000 evaluations. The –/– value represents
a situation where none of the best individuals was able to
detect the error within the allowed 5 executions. The H
symbol means that the genetically obtained best individual did not spot any error while the best individual found
by the random generation did (we discuss this situation
in more detail below).
Similarly, the Time column of the Best individual section
of Table 1 compares average times needed to evaluate the
best individual obtained by our approach and the best individual found by the random approach. Again, two values are presented (x2 /y2 ). The first value x2 is computed
as the average time needed by the best individual found
by the random approach if only gen ∗ 20 evaluations are
considered, divided by the average time the genetically
found best individual needed. The second value y2 shows
the average time needed by the best individual found by
the random generation when it was provided with 2000
evaluations, divided by the average time needed by the
genetically found best individual.
The values that are higher than 1 in the Error and Time
columns of the Best individual section of Table 1 represent
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Table 1: An experimental comparison of the proposed genetic approach with the random approach to
setting test and noise parameters
Test case
Name
Params
Airlines
5,5,10
Animator
–
Crawler
–
Crawler∗
–
FTPServer
10
Rover
7

Gen.
15
25
22
25
14
3

Best configuration
Error
Time
3.0 / 1.7
3.8 /
21.8 / 10.9
1.1 /
–/–
1.3 /
–/–
1.1 /
1.2 / 1.0
3.8 /
H
33.7 /

how many times our approach outperforms the random
approach. In general, one can see that the best individual found by our genetic approach has a higher probability
to spot a concurrency error, and it also need less time to
do so. Even if we let the random approach to perform
2000 evaluations, our best individual is still better. Exceptions to this are the Rover and Crawler test cases.
In the Crawler test case, the error manifests with a very
low probability. The best individuals in both cases were
not successful in spotting the error (note, however, that
the error was discovered during the search process as discussed below). In the Rover test case, the best individual
found by the genetic algorithm was not able to detect
an error and some of the best individuals found by the
random approach did detect the error (as again discussed
below, the error was discovered during the search process
too). This results from the fact that the genetic approach
converged to an individual that allows a very fast evaluation (over 30 times faster than the best configuration
found by the random generation). This, however, lowered
the quality of the found configuration from the point of
view of error detection, indicating that as a part of our
future research, we may think of further adjusting the
fitness function such that this phenomenon is suppressed.

6.2

An Evaluation of the Search Process

The right part of Table 1 (Search process) provides a different point of view on our results. In this case, we are not
interested in just one best individual learned genetically
or by random generation that is assumed to be subsequently used in debugging or regression testing. Instead,
we focus on the results obtained during the search process
itself. The genetic algorithm is hence considered here to
play a role of heuristics that directly controls which test
and noise configurations should be used during a testing
process with a limited number of evaluations that can be
done (2000 in our case).
This part of the table contains three columns which compare the genetic and random approaches wrt. their successes in finding errors and wrt. the time needed to perform the 2000 evaluations. The first column (Error ) compares the average number of errors spot during the search
process and the average number of errors spot during the
evaluation of 2000 randomly chosen configurations of the
test and noise heuristics. The Error ∗ column compares
the average number of errors detected by our genetic approach with the average number of errors spot by the
random approach when the random approach is provided
with the same amount of time as the genetic approach.
Finally, the Time column compares the average total time
needed by the random approach in 2000 evaluations and
the average time needed by our genetic approach. Again,

2.5
1.3
1.5
1.1
4.7
19.4

Search process
Error Error∗ Time
3.2
8.8
3.0
4.3
5.4
1.3
0.3
1.1
3.3
0.4
1.0
2.8
0.9
1.7
1.9
3.2
8.8
3.0

the values higher than 1 in all the columns represents
how many times our approach outperforms the random
approach.
The cumulative results presented in the Error and Error ∗
columns show that our approach mostly outperforms the
random approach. The exceptions in the Error column
reflect the already above mentioned preference of the execution time in our fitness function, which is further highlighted by the Time column. For instance, in the worst
case (the Crawler test case), our genetic approach is more
than 3 times faster but in total discovers three times less
errors. On the other hand, in the best cases (the Airlines
and Rover ), we found three times more errors in three
times shorter time. To give some idea about the needed
time in total numbers, the average time needed to evaluate 2000 random individuals took on average 32 hours
(whereas the genetic approach needed just 10.5 hours),
and the average time needed to evaluate 2000 random
individuals of our biggest test case FTPServer took 101
hours (whereas the genetic approach needed on average
just 53 hours).
Overall, our results show that our approach outperforms
the random approach. They also indicate that we should
probably partially reconsider our fitness function that puts
sometimes too much stress on the execution time, which
can in some cases (demonstrated in the Crawler test case)
be counter-productive.

7.

Conclusions

In this paper, we have concentrated on noise injection
techniques that help to examine different thread interleavings during testing and dynamic analysis of concurrent
programs and to detect even rarely manifesting errors.
Our main contribution can be divided into three parts
concerning concurrency coverage metrics, noise injection
heuristics, and a use of metaheuristics in noise-based testing.
The first part of our contribution is a methodology of
deriving new coverage metrics from dynamic (and possibly also static) analyses designed for discovering bugs
in concurrent programs. Using this idea, we have derived several new concrete metrics. These metrics capture important features of the behaviour of concurrently
executing threads. Therefore, they are suitable for debugging and testing of concurrent programs. We have
performed an empirical evaluation of these metrics, which
has shown that several of them are indeed better for use
in saturation-based and search-based testing than various
previously known metrics.
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In the next part of the paper, we have provided a summary of comparison of different noise injection heuristics
including the new heuristics which we proposed in [10].
Our results have shown that there is no silver bullet among
the noise seeding and placement heuristics. Even our
newly proposed heuristics wins over the existing ones only
in some cases.
Finally, we have proposed a way of using search techniques to improve quality of noise-based testing and dynamic analysis through finding suitable combinations of
parameters of tests and noise heuristics. We have formalised this problem as the test and noise configuration
search (TNCS) problem. We have proposed a way how
to use genetic algorithms to solve the TNCS problem and
a complex objective function suitable for data race detection which is based on a dynamic analysis algorithm
(namely, the GoldiLocks algorithm). Our experiments has
shown that the objective function has been also successful
at looking for other kinds of concurrency errors. We have
shown on a set of benchmark programs that our approach
significantly outperforms the commonly used approach of
randomly selecting noise configurations.
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Abstract

1.

Data transfers scheduling process is an important part
of almost all distributed virtual walkthrough applications
because of network restrictions. The restrictions can be
reduced using multi-resolution data representation, download priority determination and data prefetching algorithms. Advanced priority determination and prefetching methods use mathematic description of motion to
predict next position of a user. In the case of sudden
but regular changes in user motion direction, these algorithms are not sufficient to predict future position with
required accuracy and at required distance. The main
contribution of this thesis is a location-aware data transfers scheduling method which solves also such cases. The
proposed scheme exploits results of next location prediction methods to compute the download priority or additionally prefetch data needed to render a scene in advance.
Experiments show that the proposed scheduling method
outperforms the state-of-the-art motion functions in both
data transfer efficiency and rendered image quality.

Imagine a mobile application which renders a 3D scene
such as foreign city or large landscape. The data for rendering the scene is downloaded from network via mobile
data connection. A user of such application is exploring
these places and is moving towards the points of interest
or is moving all around. In this thesis, a new method
is proposed to increase rendered image quality and data
transfers efficiency for users of such applications.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.3.2 [Graphics Systems]: Distributed/network graphics

Keywords
Distributed virtual scene walkthrough, next location prediction, trajectory database, motion function, Markov chain,
prefetching.
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Introduction

Today’s most popular and widely used distributed virtual walkthrough applications are e.g. Google Street View
(see Figure 1) or intelligent navigations such as AUDI A4,
BMW, Waze or Sony.

Figure 1: Google Street view1 (left), Waze2 (center) and Sony 3D car navigation system3 (right)
are examples of modern distributed virtual walkthrough applications.
Advances in computing and graphic performance of current mobile and embedded devices, the explosive growth
of market with these devices and various digital media
data archives created commercially or community contributed, can further increase the potential and usage of
distributed virtual walkthrough applications. Compared
to desktop computers, the content provided by these devices can be associated with richer context, such as location, weather, traffic, etc. Knowledge of user location is
the key feature of distributed virtual walkthrough applications designed to run on mobile devices. Typical applications exploiting the knowledge of user location are
e.g. augmented reality devices such as LifeClipper, Nokia
City Lens, or predictive 3D visualization and navigation
system AIDA.

1

http://google.com/streetview
http://www.waze.com/
3
http://www.itmedia.co.jp/lifestyle/articles/0404/06/
news073.html
2
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The main bottleneck of distributed virtual walkthrough
applications is network connection. Data transfers scheduling algorithms can reduce the impact of these restrictions with the help of multi-resolution data representation, priority determination and data prefetching algorithms. State-of-the-art scheduling algorithms for distributed virtual walkthrough applications use mathematic
description of motion to predict next motion of each individual user. Unfortunately, these methods predict accurately only near future positions, and their accuracy decreases also in the case of sudden changes in user motion
direction. For networks with higher latency, low bandwidth or just for fast moving user a prediction method
with higher accuracy and capable to predict farther positions is needed to keep both data transfers efficiency and
rendered image quality high.
This thesis proposes a new location-aware data transfers
scheduling algorithm which exploits next location prediction methods to increase both data transfers efficiency and
rendered image quality compared to the state-of-the art
motion functions. The algorithm is based on two key insights. First, next location prediction methods have much
higher prediction accuracy compared to motion functions.
Second, next location prediction methods can be adaptively constructed according to the multi-resolution data
representation. This feature allows the scheduling algorithm to prefetch missing data (scene parts) at specified
resolution as is required by a rendering algorithm.
The proposed method is based on two key insights. First,
next location prediction methods have much higher prediction accuracy compared to motion functions. Second,
next location prediction methods can be adaptively constructed according to the multi-resolution data representation. This feature allows the scheduling algorithm to
prefetch missing scene parts at specified resolution as is
required by the rendering algorithm.
The main goal of this thesis is to design a systematic solution for scheduling of data transfers for distributed virtual walkthrough applications which is based on locationaware prediction scheme. The proposed solution keeps
both data transfers efficiency and rendered image quality
as high as possible. Consequently, the main contribution
of this thesis is the proposed complex prediction scheme
evaluated in pre-defined multi-resolution virtual environment. The proposed prediction scheme can be characterized as follows:

• exploits next location prediction methods
• is adaptive according to multi-resolution data representation
• solves the case when no trajectory pattern is found
• evaluates prediction queries within the client-server
environment

The scheduling algorithm proposed on the top of this prediction scheme is designed so that the prediction results is
used to keep both data transfers efficiency and rendered
image quality high.

2.

Data transfers scheduling

The main purpose of data transfers scheduling methods is
to identify and compute download priority of scene parts
which are required by a rendering algorithm to render the
scene.

2.1

Visibility determination

Data transfers scheduling methods widely use area of interest (AOI) determination algorithms [16], [10], [6], [12].
Instead of downloading complete scene, it is sufficient to
transfer only data in spherical area around an observer.
Objects inside this area can be regarded as objects from
potentially visible set (PVS) with high download priority. Wang et al.[21] additionally divide AOI to sections
with different download priority taking into account view
frustum and distance from the observer. The AOI based
scheduling methods are not suitable for more complex
scenes such as terrains. Marvie et al. [13] use PVS to
schedule data transfers for complex virtual scene divided
to cells by a regular grid. Download priority of PVS of
adjacent cells is determined by simple ray-casting method
based on last two viewpoints. The visibility determination is also used to eliminate transferring scene parts not
visible to an observer.

2.2

Motion function

Scheduling algorithms based on motion functions use vector representation of object motion, position and direction. Motion functions can be classified into linear and
nonlinear [19], which are more accurate than the linear
methods. Chim [6] proposes exponential weighted moving average (EWMA) motion prediction scheme which assigns different weights to past motion vectors where more
recent vectors have higher weights. CyberWalk [5] use the
EWMA scheme to achieve at least a minimum resolution
of the scene. Scheduling algorithm proposed in [20] selects
objects to be sent to client device based on integral of a
benefit measure along predicted path. The prediction is
made at server and is based on the assumption that once
a particular type of motion is started, it will continue in
the near future. This approach does not consider any
previous positions. A motion-aware approach which uses
state-of-the-art recursive motion function [19] for efficient
evaluation of continuous queries on 3D object databases
is described in [1]. The predicted positions here are used
to determine download priorities of progressively recorded
objects inside a virtual scene so that only exact portion
of each object will be downloaded based on the computed
priorities. In [17] an algorithm for speculative prefetching
of terrain tiles is presented. It predicts viewpoint motion by fitting a spline through a list of last positions so
the tiles that are predicted to become visible in the near
future can be prefetched in advance.

2.3

Next location prediction

Next location prediction (NLP) methods make the assumption that there is a certain regularity in the movement patterns so they are not completely random [9].
Only in [11] are mentioned advantages of NLP method
for virtual environments. Here, a hybrid method, where
a combination of a mouse motion prediction and NLP
based on statistical approach is used to reduce latency.
As the statistics are collected from zone to zone within
a scene divided by regular grid, the information about
continuous movement is lost.
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In [4] a simple Markov model is used to estimate transition
probabilities between adjacent cells based on movement
history database. In [8] is used Markov chain of order
m, which further increases prediction accuracy. Work [3]
and [8] cluster GPS data into frequently visited locations
(POI) [22]. Clustering to POIs is not suitable for DVW
applications, because granularity of requested prediction
for common rendering algorithms is much higher. Mixed
Markov-chain model [2] has been proposed to model behaviour of individual pedestrians as well as a group of
pedestrians with similar behaviour. It uses combination of
Markov chain and Hidden markov model (HMM) to construct the universal predictor. This approach has higher
quantity compared to stand-alone Markov chain based
methods, but the HMM method has high training complexity.

3. Prediction for location-aware data transfers
scheduling
Location-aware prediction methods are based on the knowledge of users location history usually represented by sequences of visited locations. Analysis of history of these
sequences of locations can be used to construct predictors which are able to perform a next adjacent location
prediction for a moving user.
In walkthrough applications, the mobility of users is usually described by spatial trajectories represented by the
sequences of GPS coordinates. Such spatial trajectories
cannot be directly used as an input the next location prediction methods as they require a sequences of last visited
locations to perform the prediction.

3.1

Knowledge database

In the preprocessing step, the knowledge database is created from encoded sequences of locations which are discovered from input GPS trajectories. The locations here
are determined from rendering algorithm (variation of geometry clipmaps) used and data representation (elevation, texture and cartographic data tiles).
Each location is defined as a square bounded area called
location tile l[x,y] , where x, y ∈ Z≥0 are indices into a
discrete 2D space of location tiles. The borders of each
location tile are determined from the smallest data tile
representation. As the size of the location tiles (covered
area of elevation points) can be determined from the size
of the smallest data tile, the input GPS trajectories can
be transformed to a sequence of location tiles. Each GPS
trajectory is projected using Mercator projection into the
discrete 2D space of location tiles so that each [lat, lng]
pair is projected to some location tile l[x,y] . Afterwards,
each GPS trajectory t can be encoded using a continuous
sequence of location tiles:
T = l[x,y]0 l[x,y]1 ...l[x,y]m−1

(1)

where T is the projected trajectory, l[x,y]0 l[x,y]1 ...l[x,y]m−1
is a sequence of location tiles, m is length of the projected
trajectory and x, y ∈ Z≥0 . The projection of the input
GPS trajectories is done at various resolution of the 2D
space of location tiles which allows the later proposed next
location prediction methods to be performed at selected
resolution thus allowing to compute priority or prefetch
data tiles at particular resolution. Each trajectory T is
further encoded by chain code of eight directions [7] to
efficient storage, and fast evaluation of prediction queries.
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From the encoded trajectories, the local movement patterns are determined to solve satisfactorily a movement
prediction during a long time movement runs. Instead of
remembering the movement from the beginning, the local
movement pattern allows to exploit only several past locations which are potentially more important for the prediction. A local movement pattern M T is computed for
each location tile of the trajectory T . The local movement
pattern M T (k) for location tile l[x,y]k from trajectory T
is defined as a sequence of 9 successive location tiles from
the location tile l[x,y]k
M T (k) = l[x,y]k+1 l[x,y]k+2 . . . l[x,y]k+9

(2)

where 0 ≤ k < m and m is length of the trajectory T (see
Figure 3).
Concerning the prediction accuracy and the results (see
results) it is sufficient to remember nine successive location tiles followed by the user from each tile of the trajectory T . The local movement patterns forms a knowledge
database which is used as an input for the following NLP
methods.

3.2

Next location prediction

The next location prediction methods suitable for distributed virtual walkthrough applications implemented
within this thesis have to satisfy several requirements: efficient learning, fast adaptation to new behaviour of each
individual user, high prediction accuracy and quantity,
and fast evaluation of prediction queries. Learning of
NLP methods can be stated as efficient, if the knowledge
database can be modified by adding or removing trajectories so that the prediction methods do not need to be
completely relearned. This requirement is met by both
the Markov chain based predictor [3], [15], [8] and also by
the K-state predictor [14].

3.2.1

Markov chain based predictor

The Markov chain based predictor used in this thesis as
a next location prediction method is based on definition
of Markov chain of order j. A Markov chain of order
j selects its next state depending upon j past states.
Here, the state space of the Markov chain of order j is
defined by all location tiles l[x,y] from the 2D discrete
space of location tiles. Therefore, from current location
tile l[x,y]n the Markov chain of order j can select next location tile l[x,y]n+1 based on past j location tiles l[x,y]n−j+1 ,
l[x,y]n−j+2 , . . ., l[x,y]n .
For current location tile l[x,y]n the Markov chain operates
with transition frequency counters which count an overall
number of transitions from the current location tile l[x,y]n
to the eight adjacent tiles as is described by the chain
code of eight directions (see Figure 2).
The frequency counters computed for the current location tile l[x,y]n are incremented by local movement patterns which are stored for the (j + 1)th past location tile
l[x,y]n−j . Let K is a set of local movement patterns such
that K = {M T0 (n − j), M T1 (n − j), . . . , M Tm−1 (n − j)},
where Tk (0 ≤ k < m) is the trajectory from knowledge
database from which the pattern M Tk (n − j) was taken,
m is the count of local movement patterns stored for the
location tile l[x,y]n−j , n identifies the current tile and j is
order of the Markov chain predictor (j = 8).
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k-state predictor is similar to the Markov chain based
predictor. Instead of increment frequency counters, the
2-state predictor switches between its contexts and states
as the set K of local movement patterns is traversed.

3.3
Figure 2: The blue one tile is current location
tile l[x,y]n , whereas the green tile is the (j + 1)th
past location tile l[x,y]n−j and for the red tiles the
frequencies of transition from current location tile
are counted.
The frequency counters computed for the current tile l[x,y]n
are incremented only using a subset of patterns from the
set K. Only those local movement patterns which satisfy the following condition can be used. As each local movement pattern contains nine successive directions,
first eight of these directions can be applied from (j +1)th
location tile l[x,y]n−j . If current tile l[x,y]n is reached after
applying these eight directions, the 9th direction can be
used to increase the appropriate frequency counter.
After passing through all patterns of the set K, the direction with the highest value of its frequency counter should
be selected as a prediction result. Further a confidence of
such selection is computed as the ratio between the value
of its frequency counter and the sum of frequency values
from all directions
f (dsel )
C(dsel ) = P7
i=0 f (di )

(3)

where C(dsel ) is confidence of the selected direction dsel ,
f (dsel ) is value of frequency counter of selected direction
and f (di ) is value of frequency counter of direction di
where the index i is related to the chain code of eight directions. Therefore, the confidence here is also the probability that the selected direction dsel with the highest
value of the frequency counter f (dsel ) will be followed by
a moving user. The selected direction will be returned as
a prediction result only if its confidence is greater than
90%, otherwise the prediction will be marked as not confident.
Markov chain based predictor has a disadvantage that it
cannot reflect fast to changes in habits [15] neither temporary changes (street closures because of road works,
etc.) in behaviour of individual users which can lead to
to confident but wrong prediction for long time.

3.2.2

K-state predictor

The concept of k-state predictor as a next location predictor inside a smart office building is introduced in [14].
It can be also successfully used with the trajectories projected into the 2D space of location tiles and encoded by
the chain code of eight directions. The k-state predictor is a simple finite automaton with k-states. Actually,
only a 2-state predictor is used with eight contexts where
each context represents one direction as is defined by the
chain code of eight directions. The eight directions are
used because of the tile based rendering the scene where
a user will move within a regular grid of location tiles.
The two states are a weak and a strong states. If the
2-state predictor is in strong state then the appropriate
direction is returned as prediction result, otherwise no
prediction is returned. The process of constructing the

Proposed prediction scheme

This section describes the prediction scheme which incorporates the two Markov chain based and k-state predictors to the client-server architecture of the framework.
The prediction scheme should achieve several goals:
• adaptivity to multi-resolution scene representation
(perform the prediction with different granularity)
• evaluation of prediction queries in the client-server
architecture
• ability to solve the case when no trajectory pattern
is found
The adaptivity of the prediction scheme to the multiresolution scene data representation is provided by projecting the input GPS trajectories to the 2D space of location tiles at various resolutions. Then each GPS trajectory is represented by a set S of trajectories T :
0

S = {T 0 , T 1 , . . . , T r }

(4)

where T is a trajectory obtained by projecting the input GPS trajectory t using Mercator projection to the
2D space of location tiles, T 1 is a trajectory obtained by
projecting the input GPS trajectory t to scaled 2D space
of location tiles by factor of 21 , the T R is a trajectory obtained by projecting the input GPS trajectory t to scaled
2D space of location tiles by factor of 2r and r is number
of available resolution levels.
During the scene walkthrough, a user forms the current
GPS trajectory tc . As the user moves, the trajectory tc
is continuously projected to the 2D space of location tiles
thus forming the set Sc = {Tc0 , Tc1 , . . . , Tcr }. For simplicity, consider only the current trajectory Tc without
specifying the resolution level. Given a current location
tile l[x,y]c the current local movement pattern McTc (c − j)
can be extracted from the current trajectory Tc :
McTc (c − j) = l[x,y]c−j+1 l[x,y]c−j+2 . . . l[x,y]c−j+9

(5)

where c identify current tile, j is order of the predictor, the
constant 9 is predefined local movement pattern length
and j < 9. Then input of the proposed prediction scheme
is current local movement pattern McTc (c − j) and output
is a predicted location tile l[x,y]c+1 .
The described Markov chain and k-state predictors have
different adaptivity to changes in behaviour of users. Thus,
the 2-state predictor is constructed and used as a local predictor running at client devices whilst the Markov
chain based predictor is constructed and used to model
trends in behaviour of users with similar habits and it
runs at server.
When constructing these predictors, the local movement
patterns from the set K which is loaded for the location
tile l[x,y]c−j from local (2-state) or remote (Markov chain)
knowledge database are matched with the current local
movement pattern McTc (c − j). If the predefined length of
the local movement patterns is 9 locations (or directions),
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then the maximum order allowed for the next location
predictors is 8. For this value of the order, the equation 5
can be re-written as

compute priorities of currently missing data tiles at the
finest resolution level.

3.4
McTc (c − 8) = l[x,y]c−7 l[x,y]c−6 . . . l[x,y]c l[x,y]c+1

(6)

The next adjacent location tile l[x,y]c+1 to the current tile
l[x,y]c can be used as a prediction result. The frequency
counters and the states of the 2-state predictors can be
initialized only by such local movement patterns from the
set K which match the first eight locations of the current
local movement pattern.
Prediction quantity of both predictors is relatively low
because of lack of movement data for new users, users
with new behaviour or low confidence of the predicted
directions. The standard solution to this problem is prediction by partial matching and in this thesis it is further
extended with application of recursive motion function.

3.3.1

Prediction by partial matching

Prediction by partial matching (PPM) is based on shortening the length of the matched sequence of location tiles.
The length of the matched sequence of location tiles is initially determined by the order of the predictors i.e j = 8.
Both the local movement patterns from the set K and
the current local movement pattern are shortened until the predictor did not return some prediction result
or other conditions are met. Note that the set K contains still the local movement patterns loaded from the
location tile l[x,y]c−j i.e. l[x,y]c−8 and only the matched
sequence of location tiles is shortened. The disadvantage
of this approach is that the shorter the sequence of the
matched local movement patterns is, the less is the prediction accuracy. From the results, a minimal acceptable
local movement pattern length can be determined so that
the predictors have increased quantity, but still have high
prediction accuracy (see results).

3.3.2

Recursive motion function

If both the Markov chain and 2-state predictors do not
respond to a prediction query (i.e. no matching patterns
were found), the proposed prediction scheme predicts next
movement using state-of-the-art recursive motion function (RMF) [19]. Input of the RMF method is a sequence
of past GPS coordinates so that it can predict next position based on motion function determined from these past
GPS positions. The predicted GPS position is projected
using Mercator projection into the discrete 2D space of
location tiles at the finest resolution only. If the location tile determined from the projection does not differ
from the current location tile, the RMF predictor is applied again to predict more steps ahead until a difference
between current tile and the predicted tile occurs.
The RMF method has lower accuracy compared to the
next location predictors even the prediction by partial
matching is used, but it is still more accurate compared
to the linear predictors. On the other side, the RMF
method has high quantity compared to the next location
predictors. As the prediction accuracy is the most important requirement concerning the distributed virtual walkthrough applications and also the goals of this thesis, the
prediction result of the RMF method can be used only to
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Prediction scheme overview

The result of each next location predictor has three states.
These three states are confident state, not confident state
and empty state. Confident prediction can be used for
both determining download priority of missing data tiles
which are required for rendering the scene from the current user position and also for determining missing data
tiles for the future user location. Not confident prediction
result can be used only for determining the download priority of missing data tiles needed for rendering the scene
from the current user position.
The two described next location prediction methods give
a confident result only if the confidence estimation of a selected direction is higher than 90% (for the Markov chain
based predictor) or if the context of the 2-state predictor
is in strong state and the shortening by the PPM method
was not applied (see results). If the next location predictors satisfy the conditions (confidence equals to 90% for
the Markov predictor or the 2-state predictor is in strong
state) but with applied shortenings by the PPM, the prediction is marked as not confident. Otherwise empty state
is returned. Only if the empty state is returned, the RMF
method can be used for determining the download priority
of missing data tiles which are required for rendering the
scene from current user position at the finest resolution
level only. At the coarser resolution levels, the download
priority of current missing data tiles is determined from
the distance between the current user position and centers
of the missing data tiles needed for rendering the current
view.
The prediction scheme defines that first the 2-state predictor will be evaluated at the client. If the state of its
prediction result will be not confident or empty, then a
server will be asked to do the prediction. In this case,
the client additionally performs the RMF prediction and
sends its result to the server together with current local
movement pattern McTc (c − j).
The server creates the Markov chain predictor based on
the received current local movement pattern McTc (c − j).
If the prediction result is marked as confident, the server
computes download priority of all the data tiles which
are missing by the client for rendering the scene from the
current user position. As soon as all these missing data
tiles are downloaded, then the confident prediction result
will be used to determine and download the missing data
tiles which will be potentially required for rendering the
scene if the user is moving in the direction determined by
the predicted location tile l[x,y]c+1 . If the prediction is not
confident, then only the download priority of missing data
tiles which are required for rendering the scene from the
current user position is computed based on the predicted
tile l[x,y]c+1 . If the prediction state is empty, then the
received result of the RMF method is used to compute the
download priority of missing data tiles which are needed
to render the scene from the current user position at the
finest resolution level only.
The prediction scheme is evaluated at particular resolution levels whenever the user passes from the current location to some adjacent location at appropriate resolution
level.
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4. Data transfers scheduling scheme

4.3.1 Priority determination

In this thesis, a data transfers scheduling algorithm based
on the proposed prediction scheme is proposed to achieve
effective data transfers with maximum rendering quality
during the scene exploration within the framework.

For a fast moving user or slow network connection, it is
not possible to transfer all the required data tiles for all
levels of the clipmap in time. Even worse, some tiles required for rendering the current view will be downloaded
late, so that they are no longer needed for rendering the
current view but were downloaded. To reduce such negative impact of the network restrictions, the priority of
missing data tiles for rendering the current view can be
computed so both the data transfers efficiency and the
rendered image quality will be as high as possible. The
data transfers efficiency is defined as the ratio between
the amount of downloaded data tiles and how these data
tiles contribute to the rendered image quality. Rendered
image quality is defined as the ratio between the time
for which each data tile is needed for rendering the current view and the time for which the tile is available i.e.
present in local cache.

First, the rendering algorithm determines which data tiles
are missing for rendering the scene from current user position (current view). The scheduling algorithm then determines priority of download of these missing tiles based
on the predicted location tile l[x,y]c+1 . As soon as all
the missing data tiles required by the current view are
downloaded, the scheduling algorithm uses the predicted
location l[x,y]c+1 to schedule download of missing data
tiles for the case the user will move in the direction determined from the current and predicted locations l[x,y]c
and l[x,y]c+1 .

4.1

Rendering requirements

The current user position can be used to determine exactly all the data tiles which are needed to render the
scene from current user position by the variation of geometry clipmaps rendering algorithm. As the user continuously moves through the scene, the scheduling algorithm
generates requests for downloading the data tiles which
are not available in cache memory, but are required for
rendering the scene from the current user position. The
scheduling algorithm generates these requests for all the
levels of the geometry clipmap pyramid starting by generating the requests for downloading the data tiles at much
coarser resolution level continuing to the finer resolutions.

4.2

View frustum

In this thesis, the view frustum culling is used solely to
increase the rendered scene frame rate, because it is expected that the scene can be viewed from the top view,
where the frustum culling has no effect as well as from
the first person view, where it can be considered when
downloading the missing data tiles. If the view frustum
culling will be incorporated into the scheduling scheme,
the data tiles which are outside the current view frustum
and are missing from local cache will not be downloaded.
The view frustum is not considered in the scheduling
scheme neither in the prediction scheme. The reason for
that is that the view frustum is likely related to the motion function based prediction. Therefore, it is not reasonable to use the view frustum for the next location prediction methods because its direction can change many times
(this is still application dependent) until a user changes
its location tile. Moreover, the information about the
view direction for the input trajectories which are used
to learn the predictors and test the scheduling method is
not available.

4.3

Application of the prediction scheme

Output of the prediction scheme is represented by the
predicted location tile l[x,y]c+1 , by direction which is computed from the difference between the current location
tile l[x,y]c , and the predicted tile l[x,y]c+1 with confidence
of the prediction. This information is used to compute
download priorities of data tiles needed for rendering the
current view and to additionally prefetch all the data tiles
potentially needed for rendering the future views if a user
moves in the predicted direction.

Therefore, the priority of missing data tiles for rendering the current view is determined using the predicted
location tile l[x,y]c+1 as follows. The difference between
the current location and the predicted location tile determines the predicted movement direction (more precisely
the predicted direction is direct result of the prediction
scheme). The predicted movement direction is used to
compute a reference location l[x,y]r which is the predicted
location translated so that is lies outside the area covered
by data tiles needed for rendering the current level of the
geometry clipmap.
The priority of the data tiles is then computed as a distance between center of the reference location tile l[x,y]r
and center of the missing data tiles. The less the distance
is, the higher is the priority. This priority determination
is done for all levels of the clipmap (i.e. for all resolutions
of the data tiles) if the predicted tile is for these levels
available. If the prediction result is not available at some
level, it cannot be decided where the used will continue
within that level. I can be for example considered that
the user will continue the current type of motion, but this
should be rarely true especially at coarser levels. Therefore, if the direction of next movement of the user at the
issued level cannot be determined, then rather than giving a higher priority to the distant tiles, the download
priority is computed as a distance between the center of
current location tile l[x,y]c and centers of the missing data
tiles. Then the smaller the distance is, the higher the
priority.

4.3.2 Data prefetching
As soon as all the data tiles which are needed for rendering the current view are downloaded for all levels of
the geometry clipmap, then the data transfers scheduling
algorithm can use the predicted location tile l[x,y]c+1 to
prefetch additional data tiles in advance. The prefetching of the data tiles can be done only if the prediction is
marked as confident.
As the current user position is used to determine the current sub-location within each level (i.e. render ring) of the
clipmap, the predicted direction is used to determine a
sub-location which is adjacent to the current sub-location
along the predicted direction. The potentially missing
data tiles can be then determined for the adjacent sublocations similarly as they are determined for the current
sub-location.
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For simplicity, consider the size of the sub-locations equals
to the size of the location tiles. Then the adjacent sublocation along the predicted direction equals to the predicted location. The size of the sub-locations is used to
determine the missing data tiles for rendering the future
view instead of the location tiles, because the sub-location
are closely related to the rendering algorithm. If the location tiles are used to determine the future missing data
tiles and size of the sub-location is significantly smaller
than the size of the location tiles, then there is a high
probability that the prefetched data tiles will not be used
for rendering.
Priority of the missing data tiles which will be probably
needed for rendering the scene from the predicted sublocation can be computed using the same principle as for
the current tiles. It means that the predicted location
tile is moved along the predicted direction so that the
reference tile l[x,y]r lies outside the area covered by data
tiles needed for rendering the current level of the clipmap
from the predicted sub-location. The priority of the data
tiles is then computed as a distance between the center
of the reference location tile l[x,y]r and the center of the
data tiles determined to be pre-fetched. The smaller the
distance is, the higher the priority.
Every data transfers scheduling algorithm including also
the one proposed in this thesis always depends on the
data representation and the rendering algorithm. The
scheduling algorithm proposed here exploits the proposed
location-aware prediction scheme to control download of
data tiles. The goal of the scheduling algorithm is to
use the predicted direction from the prediction scheme
to keep both the data transfers efficiency and rendered
image quality as high as possible. The prediction result
determines download priority of missing data tiles for rendering the current view and also to prefetch data tiles in
advance.

5. Results
Several experiments concern the evaluation of the prediction accuracy and quantity of the proposed prediction
scheme, and evaluation of the location-aware data transfers scheduling algorithm. The experiment are set so that
various network restrictions are simulated and the rendered image quality and data transfers efficiency are evaluated for each experiment.
The purpose of the experiments is to prove that the proposed scheduling algorithm outperforms state-of-the-art
recursive motion prediction method for data transfers
scheduling in distributed virtual walkthrough applications.
The parameters which are measured are the prediction accuracy and quantity of the proposed prediction scheme,
and the effect of the prediction scheme to the rendered
image quality and data transfers efficiency during walkthrough the scene.
Therefore, the following experiments with the proposed
scheduling algorithm are performed:
• Slow moving user, high bandwidth and high latency
to prove the scheduling algorithm is efficient on fast
networks, but with high latency.
• Fast moving user, high bandwidth and high latency
to prove the scheduling algorithm is working as ex-
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pected if large amount of data cannot be downloaded in time for rendering.
• Fast moving user, low bandwidth and zero latency
to prove the scheduling algorithm is efficient also on
slow networks with zero latency just to see the low
bandwidth is handled by the scheduling algorithm
also efficiency and outperforms the state-of-the-art
scheduling scheme based on the recursive motion
function method.

5.1

Input trajectories dataset

Input trajectories are obtained from the well known Open
street map project. These GPS trajectories are projected
using a Mercator projection into a 2D space of location
tiles at various resolutions. Thus, each GPS trajectory
can be encoded by a sequences of location tiles. Further
local movement patterns are determined for each tile from
each trajectory (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Three local movement patterns M T (k),
M T (k + 1) and M T (k + 2) with predefined length of
9 are computed for the green location tiles.

5.2

Prediction accuracy and quantity

The length of the local movement patterns is set to 9
location tiles (9 movement directions) which are followed
(applied) from the (j +1)th location tile l[x,y]c−j along the
trajectory. For this length of the stored local movement
patterns, the highest order jmax of the two defined next
location predictors is jmax = 8, because the last location
tile (movement direction) is reserved for constructing (frequency counters and context switching) the predictors.
The experiments over the input trajectories show that
the selected length of the local movement patterns is sufficient, because when the length of a local movement pattern is shortened to 7 location tiles (or directions), the
accuracy is decreased only negligibly and the quantity is
slightly higher for both predictors (see Figure 4. and Figure 5.).
The quantity and accuracy in Figure 4 account only confident predictions. The significant quantity drops off for the
shortest lengths of local movement patterns (shorter than
3 locations) is caused by increased amount of not confident predictions. The confidence threshold which was set
to 90% and the low ”selectivity” of short local movement
patterns are the reasons of the quantity drops off.
Accuracy and quantity were evaluated also for the 2-state
predictor (see Figure 5) which is constructed from all local
movement patterns gathered over all input trajectories.
As can be seen from the results, the 2-state predictor has
very low accuracy and increased quantity for the shortest
lengths of the local movement patterns. Compared to
the Markov chain based predictor, there is no drop off
in prediction quantity for the shortest local movement
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for all possible shortenings of the matched sequence of
location tiles between current local movement pattern and
the local movement patterns from the set K defined for
location tile l[x,y]c−j , and for all five resolutions of the
location tiles.

Figure 4: Comparison of accuracy and quantity of
Markov chain based predictor for different lengths
of local movement patterns and different resolution levels of the location tiles.

Figure 6: Comparison of accuracy and quantity of
Markov chain based predictor for different lengths
of the matched sequence of location tiles, and for
different resolution levels of the location tiles.

Figure 5: Comparison of accuracy and quantity
of 2-state predictor for different lengths of local
movement patterns and different resolution levels
of the location tiles.
patterns. It is because the 2-state predictor misses the
confidence estimation method which is used in the Markov
chain based predictor. If the 2-state predictor has more
states, then the quantity for the shortest patterns will be
lower and the accuracy will be higher.
Based on this observation about the confidence, it can be
said that the weaker the confidence estimation method is
(e.g. the confidence threshold), the lower the accuracy.
In practice, the 2-state predictor can temporarily have
low prediction quantity compared to the Markov chain
based predictor especially for the new users or for users
with changed behaviour.
As the accuracy is the most important parameter concerning the goals of this thesis, the length of the local
movement pattern used through the next experiments is
set to 7 locations. From the results, the accuracy of both
the K-state predictor and Markov chain based predictor
is higher than 95% for the first four resolutions of the location tiles and higher than 90% for the last resolution
even though the length of the local movement pattern is
set to 7 locations.

5.2.1

Prediction by partial matching

The proposed prediction scheme uses also prediction by
partial matching for both Markov chain based and K-state
predictors. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show effect of the PPM
to accuracy and quantity of the next location predictors

Figure 7: Comparison of accuracy and quantity
of 2-state predictor for different lengths of the
matched sequence of location tiles, and for different resolution levels of the location tiles.
Initial length of the matched sequence of locations is 8
directions for local movement patterns with length of 9
locations. The results show, that the higher the length of
the shortening is, the lower the accuracy is but the higher
the quantity of prediction is. Based on the results the similar increase in quantity is reached if the local movement
patterns are shortened from 9 location tiles to 7 location
tiles, or if the shortening length of the PPM is 2 locations
for both predictors.
As the length of local movement patterns was set to 7
locations, then if the shortening by the PPM method was
applied to return non-empty prediction, then the prediction will be marked as not confident. Such prediction result will be used to compute only priorities of data missing
tiles which are needed for rendering the current view.

5.2.2 Recursive motion function and linear prediction
The recursive motion function algorithm uses six past
GPS locations to create the predictor. It can be created
only for the finest resolution of the location tiles, because
of the character of this method.
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The prediction accuracy of the recursive motion function
is 55% and its quantity is 97%. Prediction accuracy of
simple linear predictor is 39% and its quantity is 99%.
It can be seen from the results, that even the prediction
by partial matching uses the longest shortening of the
matched sequence of location tiles, its prediction accuracy
is still higher compared to the results of the recursive
motion function. Therefore, the RMF method is used
only if the next location predictors did not return any
prediction results at all (no trajectory pattern is found).

5.3

Scheduling scheme evaluation

The goal of the proposed scheduling scheme is to keep
both rendered image quality and data transfers efficiency
as high as possible during walkthrough the described virtual environment.
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5.3.1 Settings of the rendered scene
The scene is rendered using the described rendering algorithm (see Figure 8). The geometry clipmap has five levels (i.e. five resolutions of elevation and texture data tiles
are required for rendering the scene) and renders also the
cartographic layer (buildings). Each level is rendered using 16 × 16 array of sub-location, where each sub-location
covers an area of 13 × 13 elevation points. Therefore, each
level covers an area of 208 × 208 elevation points with texture mapped onto it with the size of 1536 × 1536 pixels.
The size of each texture tile is 256 × 256 pixels, which
covers an area of 32 × 32 elevation points, each terrain
tile covers an area of 256 × 256 elevation points and single
cartographic tile is defined for each terrain tile. Based on
the covered area by each level of the clipmap at most an
array of 6 × 6 texture tiles, array of 2 × 2 terrain tiles
and cartographic data tiles will be needed to render each
level.

The amount of time for which each data tile is rendered
and the amount of time for which each data tile is available when it is needed for rendering are measured. These
times are measured only for the texture tiles as they are
the smallest piece of data which is needed for rendering
the scene i.e. the scene cannot be rendered without textures. Moreover, the texture tiles data set is more than
one order of magnitude larger than the elevation and cartographic data sets.
The rendered image quality is then defined as the ratio
between the time the texture tiles are available for rendering and the time the texture tiles are needed for rendering. The data transfers efficiency is defined as the ratio between the amount of downloaded texture tiles and
how these texture tiles contribute to the rendered image
quality. The quality and efficiency are evaluated over all
texture tiles within each level of the clipmap separately.
Several experiments were proposed to measure the impact
of the location-aware data transfers scheduling scheme to
the rendered image quality and data transfers efficiency.
In these experiments, the parameters which are changed
are motion speed of user, network latency and connection
bandwidth.

Figure 8: Streamed and rendered scene in wireframe mode with the five levels where each level
is rendered using an array of 16 × 16 sub-locations.

5.3.2 Slow moving user, high bandwidth and high latency
In the first experiment (see Figure 9), the rendered image
quality and data transfers efficiency are measured for motion speed which was set to 60km/h, network bandwidth
to 2000kbps and latency to 100ms.

In the experiments, the results of the proposed scheduling
scheme are compared against a scheduling scheme based
on the RMF prediction only and against a scheduling
scheme which has 100% accuracy and quantity of the prediction. The 100% accurate predictor is represented by
2-state predictor learned from current trajectory so that
it returns always confident prediction for each prediction
query.
The experiments are performed on local area network
with network latency and bandwidth emulated at linux
server using ”tc” command with ”netem” kernel component. The experiments are performed over trajectories
from first bundle of input GPS trajectories which are not
used to learn the predictors and the results are averaged.
In the experiments, it is expected from relatively recent
measurements of 3G mobile data networks [18] that average bandwidth of current 3G networks varies from approx.
1000kbps to 3000kbps and latency from approx. 50ms to
100ms depending on many conditions.

Figure 9: Comparison of rendered image quality
and data transfer efficiency between the proposed
(2SP+MCH+RMF) scheme, the RMF(NOP)
scheme and the 2SP(100%) scheme for slowly
moving user, high bandwidth and higher network
latency.
The (2SP+MCH+RMF) is the declaration of the proposed scheduling scheme, the RMF (NOP) stands for the
recursive motion function used only for the finest resolution level and no prediction (NOP) for the coarser resolu-
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tions, where the priority of missing data tiles for rendering
the current view is determined from the distance between
the current user position and the centers of the missing
data tiles. The less the distance is, the higher the priority
is. The 2SP(100%) stands for the 2-state predictor which
has 100% accuracy and 100% quantity of prediction.
As the user is moving slowly and the bandwidth is high,
all the data tiles for all levels of the clipmap can be
downloaded so that the prefetching can download some
data tiles in advance. The rendered image quality and
data transfers efficiency is high for the three last levels
for all three scheduling schemes. The quality of both
(2SP+MCH+RMF) and the 2SP(100%) schemes is twice
higher compared to the RMF(NOP) scheme.
The efficiency of all three schemes is similar over all the
resolution levels. The efficiency of the RMF(NOP) is also
high, because there is no data tiles prefetched in advance
and the speed is sufficiently high so the requested tiles for
rendering the current view are downloaded relatively fast.
The efficiency of the RMF(NOP) scheduling scheme is
slightly higher for the first level compared to the second
level, because the downloaded data tiles for the first level
are more utilized during rendering.
The effect of the RMF on computation of download priority of tiles at the first resolution level is evaluated as
well. Instead of using the RMF for the first resolution
level, the priority of the data tiles is computed using the
distance from the current user position and the centers of
the missing data tiles. The rendered image quality drops
down from the 18.2% to 3% and the data transfer efficiency drops down from 84% to only 23.4%. From this
result, even the accuracy of the RMF is not as high as
the accuracy of the next location prediction methods, it
is still very useful for determining the download priority
of the missing data tiles.

5.3.3

Figure 10: Comparison of the rendered image quality and data transfer efficiency between
the proposed (2SP+MCH+RMF) scheme, the
RMF(NOP) scheme and the 2SP(100%) scheme
for fast moving user, high bandwidth and higher
latency.
results, it can be said that the proposed (2SP+MCH+
+RMF) scheme keeps both the rendered image quality
and data transfers efficiency high considering the rendering algorithm and the rendered data.

5.3.4 Fast moving user, low bandwidth and zero latency
For the last experiment, the motion of user is set again to
130km/h, but with low bandwidth and zero latency. This
experiment shows the effect to quality and efficiency of
the proposed (2SP+MCH+RMF) scheduling scheme at
low bandwidth networks and for fast moving users (see
Figure 11).

Fast moving user, high bandwidth and high latency

In the second experiment the motion speed is set to
130km/h which simulates a fast moving user on a highway.
The results show (see Figure 10) that no data prefetching is applied here, because the complete set of data tiles
over all levels of the clipmap was not downloaded during
rendering.
Here, the 2SP(100%) scheme has almost twice a higher
quality compared to both (2SP+MCH+RMF) scheme for
the second resolution level and is higher over all the resolution levels.
The rendered image quality of the
RMF(NOP) is very low for the second and third levels.
The efficiency of the (2SP+MCH+RMF) is significantly
better compared to the RMF (NOP) scheme for the second resolution level. The efficiency of the RMF(NOP)
scheme is very low for the second level because considering the quality of the RMF(NOP) scheme at the second
level, the data tiles which were downloaded are not used
for rendering. The reason that they are not used is that
they are downloaded too late and are no more needed for
rendering.
The efficiency of the (2SP+MCH+RMF) and the
2SP(100%) is similar over all resolution levels. From this

Figure 11: Comparison of the rendered image quality and data transfer efficiency between
the proposed (2SP+MCH+RMF) scheme, the
RMF(NOP) scheme and the 2SP(100%) scheme
for fast moving user, low bandwidth and zero latency.
The results show that the 2SP(100%) scheme outperforms
both the proposed (2SP+MCH +RMF) and the RMF
(NOP) scheme. The quality of the proposed (2SP+MCH+
+RMF) scheme is much higher compared to the
RMF(NOP) scheme at the second resolution level. The
quality of all the three schemes is similar over the last
three levels, because the bandwidth is sufficient to download the data tiles fast so the download priority plays a
less important role in this case.
The data transfers efficiency of the (2SP+MCH+RMF)
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and the 2SP(100%) is much higher compared to the RMF
(NOP) scheme for the second level. But the efficiency of
the RMF(NOP) scheme is much better compared to the
previous experiment. It is because the network delay is
set to zero in this experiment. It has the consequences
that the data tiles which started to be downloaded will be
downloaded sooner compared to the second experiment.
Therefore, they will be used for rendering for a longer
time.
The terrain rendering algorithm is not tested within this
thesis as the rendering performance of the proposed algorithm is not the main point of interests of this thesis.
Anyway, it renders the scene at interactive frame-rates
even on the iPad2 device. This allows the streaming and
rendering framework to run on today’s mobile devices.
Please, see the attachment of this thesis for the screenshots from the iPad device.

5.3.5

Summary of the scheduling scheme results

The results from the three experiments performed show
that the proposed data transfers scheduling scheme corresponds to the expected results. It means the scheduling algorithm keeps both the data transfers efficiency and
rendered image quality as high as possible. The results
also show that the proposed scheduling algorithm significantly outperforms the scheduling scheme based on the
state-of-the-art recursive motion function in all experiments. Compared to the ideal scheduling scheme, the
proposed scheduling algorithm has very similar efficiency,
but the ideal scheme outperforms the proposed algorithm
in quality in some cases.
The contributions of the proposed scheduling algorithm
which is based on the proposed prediction scheme are the
following. First the increased quality is advantageous for
users, because the scene is rendered in higher detail and
second the efficiency of the data transfers allows to render
the scene in higher detail with less transferred data which
can be beneficial in case of pre-paid data limits.

6. Conclusions and further work
The goal of this thesis was to propose and experimentally
evaluate the new location-aware data transfers scheduling
algorithm which utilizes the proposed prediction scheme
to increase both the rendered image quality and data
transfers efficiency within the pre-defined multi-resolution
client-server environment.
Nowadays, thanks to the sharp increase of popularity
of mobile and embedded devices, the distributed virtual
walkthrough applications receives an increased degree of
interest. As the mobile data connections still suffer from
significant network restrictions, the data transfers scheduling algorithms are the most important part of the distributed virtual walkthrough applications. As the mobile
device can represent an individual behaviour of its user,
the data transfers scheduling can exploit of such feature.
Consequently, the main contribution of this thesis is the
proposed complex prediction scheme which exploits the
knowledge of individual behaviour of given user or behaviour of groups of users with the same habits to increase
the rendered image quality and data transfers efficiency.
The proposed prediction scheme uses the combination of
the Markov chain based predictor and the 2-state pre-
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dictor as the next location predictors in the client server
environment. The predictors are trained from real trajectories using local movement patterns. The local movement patterns are applied so that only the last location
tile is used to construct the predictors. The local movement patterns can be used so that e.g. last two location
tiles can be applied. In this case, the conditional probability of moving a user to location tiles which are adjacent
to the first predicted tile can be computed. As the goals
of this thesis is to keep the rendered image quality and
data transfers efficiency high, the conditional probability
is not computed, because it is not reasonable to perform
the prediction more steps ahead with these requirements.
The experimental evaluation of the proposed locationaware data transfers scheduling algorithm outperforms
the state-of-the-art scheduling scheme which is based on
the recursive motion function. The data transfers efficiency of the proposed algorithm is very similar to the
scheduling scheme which is based on the ideal predictor.
Compared to the state-of-the-art scheduling method, the
efficiency of the proposed method is about 60% bigger
for the second resolution level for the fast moving user
and high latency networks. The image quality of the
proposed method is approximately two times bigger than
the quality of the state-of-the-art method with the same
setup, but it is also two times lower compared to the
ideal prediction scheme. If the network restrictions are
relatively negligible and the user is moving slow, the proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art approach
two times in quality. For low bandwidth networks, the
increase of quality of the proposed method over the stateof-the-art method is 10% and the data transfer efficiency
increases about 33%.
The significant increase of the efficiency and quality of
the proposed method over the state-of-the-art method is
advantageous, because the scene can be rendered in higher
detail whereas the amount of transferred data is smaller
compared to the state-of-the-art scheduling scheme. It
can be beneficial in the case of pre-paid limits on data
connections.
The advantages of the proposed scheduling scheme which
exploits the next location prediction methods is that it is
adaptive to behaviour of individual users. The disadvantage is that the next location predictors depend on the
knowledge database which needs to be kept up to date.
Especially the Markov chain based predictor evaluated at
server needs GPS trajectories collected by all users of the
system. This can be potentially problematic as the users
of the system have to be asked to agree with that. On the
other hand, the trajectories at the server can be stored as
anonymous records.
Further research can be focused on exploitation of the
temporal information within the prediction scheme. It
can further increase the prediction accuracy which, in effect leads to the better data transfers scheduling. Another area which should receive a high degree of attention
is how the predicted locations can be used to solve cache
invalidation in devices with limited storage space.
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Abstract
In modern backbone networks with heterogeneous traffic,
providing connectivity is taken for granted. The MPLS
technology is a de-facto standard in modern backbone
networks because of the applications it enables, in particular L2/L3 VPNs and traffic engineering. This paper deals with traffic engineering in MPLS backbone networks. We propose a method of gathering network performance parameters and a model for optimizing the flow of
network traffic based on class-based TE tunnel selection
(n-CUBE). We implement this model as part of a traffic
engineering system and test it in a laboratory environment by conducting two sets of experiments.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2 [Computer-communication Networks]: Network
Protocols;
C.2.1
[Computer-Communication
Networks]: Network Architecture and Design

Keywords
MPLS, QoS, statistics, traffic engineering

1. Introduction
Rapid development of network applications in the last
decade and their incorporation into daily lives of a significant portion of the population, have imposed a burden
on existing underlying computer networks. The Internet
was designed with best effort service in mind where connectivity was the most important issue. Today, connectivity is taken for granted. New approaches and technologies had to be implemented to accommodate the various
applications and their diverse requirements. Bandwidth
over-provisioning though still widely implemented, does
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not solve the issues of time-sensitive network traffic with
voice or multimedia content where traffic prioritization
must be deployed. To address these issues, various QoS
mechanisms where proposed and implemented. In recent
years we observe a push toward better utilization of existing network resources on the part of service providers,
who carry ever increasing loads of traffic on their backbone networks. This initiative termed “traffic engineering” is proving to be advantageous from both a QoS perspective and an economic perspective. Our thesis deals
with the issues that we face in converged networks where
data, voice, and other multimedia content is transmitted
over the same logical channels. A new model, n-CUBE, is
proposed and implemented with the objective to optimize
the flow of network traffic. First however, we introduce
the two basic areas of computer networks which form the
body of our analysis, namely quality of services and traffic
engineering.

2.

Quality of Services

In the early days of computer networking, data applications constituted the bulk of Internet traffic. These
applications mostly used TCP and the objective was to
deliver the traffic to its destination in the shortest time
possible [4]. This approach proved to be successful and
allowed the Internet to grow rapidly. Naturally over time
a new generation of applications and services emerged.
A need for service guarantees and a certain “quality of
service” was apparent. The Internet will remain a best
effort environment without the introduction of more sophisticated routing control capabilities, other than simple unconstrained shortest path algorithms [3]. Quality of Services (QoS) refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic
over various technologies, including Frame Relay, Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), Ethernet and 802.1 networks, SONET/SDH, and IP-routed networks that may
use any or all of these underlying technologies [1]. There
have been multiple approaches to providing QoS, including the well-known IntServ (Integrated services) and DiffServ (Differentiated services) architectures. The architecture of Integrated services does not scale well and scalability is today one of the most important aspects of computer networks. It does however provide guarantees in
terms of network performance parameters by utilizing resource reservation. New technologies are being designed
to provide better QoS features, better scalability, reliability and security. The architecture of Differentiated
services doesn’t provide guarantees but is very scalable
and its PHB (per-hop behavior) approach has proven to
be very successful in delivering end-to-end QoS in large
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scale networks [16]. It is important to note that these
two approaches to delivering quality of services are complimentary in nature. DiffServ enables better QoS scalability, while IntServ provides a guaranteed traffic delivery. Together, they form a robust QoS deployment.
Both approaches have their drawbacks and advantages
and current practice is showing that using the best of both
IntServ and DiffServ might create a flexible framework for
providing QoS in computer networks. Modern additions
to area of QoS signaling are helping to bring IntServ and
DiffServ closer together enabling the best of both concepts to be used together in one network, because QoS
NSLP can signal for any QoS model. The general idea is
always to improve the user’s quality of experience (QoE)
when using network services [12]. In the following chapter
we analyze traffic engineering as a method of optimizing
traffic flow through the network.
Figure 1: TE process model

3. Traffic Engineering
Operating a large network with diverse services, like most
service providers today do, requires continuous attention
to the distribution of traffic over the network. Not only
must the service level agreements with the customer be
met but also traffic flowing between service providers must
be in acceptable boundaries [7]. Network failures and
changes in routing policies can trigger sudden shifts in
the flow of traffic and thereby degrade the perceived QoS
[6]. Traditional interior gateway routing protocols (e.g.
OSPF, IS-IS) do not allow practical implementation of
sophisticated traffic engineering policies in IP networks.
With MPLS (multiprotocol label switching) some of these
shortcomings can be addressed more directly. Most existing traffic engineering methods currently require manual
configuration of link weights or tunnels which can be difficult to get right without prior knowledge of (future) traffic
demands. For these purposes a multitude of approaches
have been proposed, most of which center around populating a traffic matrix which is then used to make traffic
engineering decisions [15]. “Traffic Engineering (TE) is
concerned with performance optimization of operational
networks. In general it encompasses the application of
technology and scientific principles to the measurement,
modeling, characterization, and control of Internet traffic,
and the application of such knowledge and techniques to
achieve specific performance objectives” [2]. To provide a
systematic way to provision modern networks with traffic engineering capabilities while ensuring scalability and
QoS, abstract models have been proposed. The authors
in [3] have proposed a traffic engineering process model
(see Figure 1) to illustrate the basic concepts of traffic
engineering.
This general model is implemented by a multitude of traffic engineering approaches. These approaches differ in
the method of network performance parameter discovery,
method of configuration delivery and design suitability.
A complete taxonomy of traffic engineering approaches
can be found in Figure 2 and can be broken into several
categories:

• From the aspect of traffic type, TE can be classified
into unicast TE and multicast TE.
• From the aspect of traffic optimization scope, TE
can be classified into intradomain TE and interdomain TE.

Figure 2: Classification of TE approaches
• From the aspect of routing enforcement mechanisms,
TE can be classified into multiprotocol label switching (MPLS)-based TE and IP-based TE.
• From the aspect of availability of traffic demand or
timescale of operations, TE can be classified into
offline TE and online TE.
In our thesis we make a contribution to traffic engineering mechanisms in MPLS intradomain networks. A lot
of traffic engineering approaches rely on the existence of
the traffic matrix to achieve flow optimization. This is
in our view a major drawback of current approaches because the traffic matrix is hard if not infeasible to obtain
with fine granularity in large networks and traffic matrix
prediction models increasingly inaccurate with time. A
different method of obtaining information about traffic
flows would maybe open new possibilities to traffic flow
optimization, and this is what we aim to accomplish.

4.

Optimization of traffic flow based on statistical modeling

Usually, traffic engineering approaches utilize the traffic matrix. However, acquiring accurate traffic matrices
is infeasible in large networks. Secondly, a traffic matrix may store values of one observed parameter for all
origin-destination pairs. Therefore, traffic engineering decisions can be made based observing one parameter (usually bandwidth requirement). In modern networks however, we must take multiple parameters in mind because
some applications (especially VoIP and streaming video)
have requirements on delay, jitter and also loss in addition
to bandwidth requirements [10]. Thus the situation with
traffic matrices complicates even more.
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We propose a model which would not require a traffic
matrix in order to achieve some functionality of traffic
engineering. First we abstract from the network flow to
a lower level of granularity - the network link. By performing a number of active measurements we can gather
a statistical sample of multiple types of network performance parameters - for example delay and jitter. These
parameters can be put into comparison by our model,
which also solves the question of comparing paths based
on multiple criteria. For example, which link should be
preferred: the link with low delay and medium jitter or
the link with medium delay and low jitter? Such questions
can be answered by our model, the n-CUBE.
The model which we propose will provide multivariate
normal distributions of measured parameters. The objective is to gather some measurement results for each link
in the network and then compare statistical properties
of multivariate normal probability density functions for
these links, in our model. We assume that the number of
(physical) links in a transit network is sharply lower than
the number of flows traversing the network therefore our
approach should provide a more computationally feasible
solution to the traffic engineering problem than the traffic matrix. The model should be general and usable for
any combination of network performance parameters, as
defined in our analysis. Having obtained a measurement
sample from the network, our model is used to perform
statistical analysis of all network links. The output of
this analysis is a set of weights assigned to the links. Finally, having assigned weights to network links based on
our statistical analysis, we can find shortest paths across
our transit network. For this purpose we propose an algorithm utilizing well-known Dijkstra’s and Kruskal’s approaches. The verification of our model will be performed
in a simulation framework and in a laboratory environment on a real measurement apparatus with artificially
generated network traffic. For verification purposes we
will implement the n-CUBE model in the Matlab framework and later use this as part of a traffic engineering
system which will be used to verify traffic engineering capabilities in a real network. In the Matlab framework
we will verify correctness of operation and computational
feasibility as well as performance. In the real network
environment, as part of a traffic engineering system, we
will verify the correctness of operation and evaluate traffic engineering capabilities. Our results will be compared
to the basic scenario, in which the path is chosen by the
routing protocol. To summarize, we aim to accomplish
several tasks as part of our thesis. Firstly we will propose
and describe our model, the n-CUBE. Secondly we will
implement this model and experiment with it in a simulation environment. Next, we will propose and implement a
working application of a traffic engineering system which
will leverage our n-CUBE model and deliver traffic engineering capabilities into a computer network. Finally we
will analyze performance results gathered from the simulation framework, and compare our results gathered from
experiments in a real network environment with referential results.

4.1

Multivariate normal distribution

In previous sections when describing our contribution the n-CUBE model, we introduced modelling of measured
NPP (network performance parameters) using the multivariate normal distribution. At this point we prove that
network performance parameters follow a normal distri-

Figure 3: Histogram of a set of 40 samples

Figure 4: QQ plot of a set of 40 samples

bution by conducting live measurements on five backbone
links in a service provider backbone. These measurements were carried out by generating Cisco IP SLA measurement probes every minute for a period of 24 hours.
Results were analyzed both graphically and analytically.
Presently there are no direct multivariate normality tests
known to us. Therefore we generally test the normality of
individual variables and assume they are multivariate normal if they are individually normal. Presently there are
both graphical and statistical methods for evaluating normality. Graphical methods include the histogram, normal
probability plot and the ”Q-Q” plot (quantile to quantile).
Statistical methods include hypothesis tests and multiple
different types of tests have been designed. It is important
to say that none of these methods is absolutely definitive.
We first explore three graphical methods starting with the
histogram, where a set of 40 samples is plotted in Figure 3.
The histogram represents unique samples in a set (x axis)
together with the total number of each particular sample
inside the set (y axis). Graphical observation hints to the
fact that the samples might follow a normal distribution.
The QQ plot (quantile to quantile) is another graphical
method used for comparing two probability distributions
by plotting their quantiles against each other. It can be
used to assess whether the sampled data is approximately
normally distributed. In a QQ plot in Figure 4, the sampled data is plotted against a theoretical normal distribution. Samples represent points on the plot and should
form an approximate line. Deviations from this line indicate deviation from normality.
Taking into consideration these preliminary findings, we
now construct a formal hypothesis test during which we
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Table 1: Summary
Jarque-Bera test
Number of samples
p-value
significance level α
result
Lilliefors test
Number of samples
p-value
significance level α
result
Shapiro-Wilk test
Number of samples
p-value
significance level α
result

of statistical tests
Set 1
Set 2
40
300
0.575
0.693
0.05
0.05
is normal is normal
Set 1
Set 2
40
300
0.1522
0.5
0.05
0.05
is normal is normal
Set 1
Set 2
40
300
0.6708
0.4952
0.05
0.05
is normal is normal

prove that the sampled data (measured values of oneway delay) represents a statistic which follows the Normal
(Gaussian) distribution. There are a number of tests we
can use to verify normality of our sample, for instance the
Lilliefors test [13], Shapiro-Wilk test [17] or the JarqueBera test [11]. We construct a null hypothesis that our
sample follows a normal distribution and verify it using
all of these tests. The results are summarized in Table 1.
Based on both the graphical results as well as verification of our statistical hypothesis listed above, we conclude
that the measured samples of one-way delay on service
providers’ backbone links follow a normal distribution.

4.2

At this point we propose an n-CUBE model for traffic
flow optimization based on statistical modeling. As part
of this model, NPP are periodically acquired by means of
active network measurements and fed into the model.
We establish the multivariate normal distribution which is
a generalization of the one-dimensional (univariate) normal distribution to higher dimensions. A random vector
X = [X1 , · · · , Xn ]T is said to have a multivariate normal
distribution with mean µ ∈ Rn and covariance matrix σ
if its probability density function [5] is given by

1
n

enables us to put various dissimilar network performance
parameters into comparison. In the following paragraph
we will explain the formation of the n-CUBE model. To
be able to make decisions about link properties, it is necessary to plot measurement results in a specific model. We
have made assumptions of gathering two types of network
performance parameters and putting these pairs into comparison. Thus for our purposes we use model of a cube.
As it is 3D model in which we are able to use each of the
3 axes for a separate attribute.
• axis X - variable jitter (vector X)
• axis Y - variable delay (vector Y)

n-CUBE model

f (X; µ; σ) =

Figure 5: Example of two links plotted in the nCube model

1

(2π) 2 |σ| 2

1
exp(− (X − µ)T σ −1 (X − µ))
2
(1)

A random vector X is said to be n-variate normally distributed if every linear combination of its n components
has a univariate normal distribution. The probability
density function of the bivariate normal distribution, the
covariance matrix (of vectors delay and jitter for each
link) and the vector of expected values form the basis of
our proposed CUBE model. Having obtained a small sample of network performance parameters of interest (e.g.
delay and jitter) we are able to model the probability density for each link and this property describes the space in
which network performance parameters take on values for
a particular link with a given probability. This enables us
to make a small number of active network measurements
at first, and then make statistical assumptions about future values of network performance parameters. It also

• axis Z - probability density
In general though, it is possible to assign any number and
type of network performance parameters to our model.
Thus the n-CUBE designation is because of n parameters. For n parameters however, the resulting hypercube
is not convenient for direct observation, but the advantages of probability density modeling still apply. Each
link will be represented with a multivariate normal distribution function inside the model. Axes X and Z will
represent the base of this distribution while axis Y will
represent the probability density of delay-jitter pairs (for
our example of two parameters). All these multivariate
normal distributions are merged into one cube and processed to determine the best links. An example of two
links plotted in our n-CUBE model can be seen in Figure
5. Our objective is to identify specific areas of the plotted
surface inside the cube model, which are characterized as
peaks of a multivariate normal distribution that represent
(most probable) discovered values of delay and jitter, as
depicted in the Figure 5.
Representation of the network links as graph edges with
directly measured parameters (weights) in the
n-cube model has several advantages. First, the trustworthiness of a link can be determined by the σ parameter
. The σ parameter corresponds, in the case of bivariate
normal distribution, is represented by a matrix. The elements of this matrix can be viewed as parameters defining
the zone of the normal distribution peak. This hints to
the steepness of the distribution. Of course, the steepness of the distribution is best determined by examining
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the kurtosis and determining whether the distribution is
platykurtic, mesokurtic or leptokurtic. Those edges with
steeper modeled distributions experience low variation in
delay and jitter as opposed to those with gradually distributed probability function.
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Figure 6: n-Cube model with regions
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thus “carve out” the regions. For our purposes we chose
the following values of parameters x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 , z2 and z3 :

x2 = c1 x3

(11)

y2 = c1 y3

(12)

z2 = c 1 z1

(13)

x1 = c2 x2

(14)

y1 = c2 y2

(15)

z3 = c 2 z2

(16)

where x1 , x2 , x3 , y1 , y2 , y3 , z1 , z2 , z3 ∈ R≥0
0 < x1 < x2 < x3

(5)

0 < y 1 < y 2 < y3

(6)

z1 > z2 > z3 > 0

(7)

where {c1 , c2 ∈ R|0 < c1 , c2 < 1}.
x3 = sup{jitters}

(8)

y3 = sup{delays}

(9)

z1 = sup{f (X, µ, σ)}

(10)

The values of coordinates are determined “on the run” but
their relationships must be configured ahead. Of particular interest are values of parameters x3 , y3 and z1 . These
parameters contain maximum values of measured delays
and jitters (in case of x3 , y3 ) or the maximum value of
any probability density function (in case of z1 ). Other
parameters are specified in relation to these values and

This provides a distribution of regions, as the one depicted
in Figure 6. Coefficients c1 and c2 are configurable, however in our thesis we chose values for these coefficients to
be c1 = 0.8 and c2 = 0.7. This provides nicely spaced regions and has a good probability that each region would
contain links. For instance, if the coefficients were chosen more aggressively, a region might “starve” in a sense
that no links would be a part of it. In such a scenario
there would be no benefit in segmenting the model into
areas. The values of coefficients can be altered in our
working implementation of the n-CUBE model and ideal
values might depend on environment in which the model
is deployed. The general idea is always to differentiate
between good reliable links and others.
Our defined thresholds will divide the n-CUBE model into
3 regions (see Figure 6). Green region contains the best
links (region Γ1 ). For future processing, these links have
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metric of 1. Purple region (Γ2 ) contains link which aren’t
as good (comparatively). All these links have metric of
2. Last region (Γ3 ), pink region represents the rest of
the links which aren’t suitable for transmission of traffic
which is affected by high values of observed performance
parameters and should be used only as a temporary solution. These links have metric of 5 in subsequent calculations. These metrics have been chosen in this way due
to the nature of our best-path algorithm (further text).
We want to make the best links (those part of region Γ1 )
to be most preferred when choosing the path therefore a
minimal weight of 1 is assigned to them. Subsequently
the links assigned to region Γ2 will have a weight of 2
(slightly less preferable) and links assigned to region Γ3 a
weight of 5 (least preferable). These values of metrics are
closely related to the values of coefficients c1 and c2 and
are also adjustable in our working implementation of the
n-CUBE model. The general idea is to provide enough
differentiation of the links based on region membership.
Having assigned each link a weight we can now proceed
to finding the shortest paths for our traffic.

4.3

Least-cost paths

The process of calculating shortest paths is based on graph
theory and we will utilize some aspects of graph theory
in our implementation of the n-CUBE model. First, let’s
introduce the graph. A graph is an ordered pair G =
(V, E) comprising a set V of vertices or nodes together
with a set E of edges or lines, which are 2-element subsets
of V (i.e., an edge is related with two vertices, and the
relation is represented as unordered pair of the vertices
with respect to the particular edge).We will represent the
graph as defined in [9] as a data structure containing both
edges and vertices. Edges are stored in variable EDGES
and vertices are stored in variable VERTICES, thus representing 2-element subsets (VERTICES, EDGES) of the
graph [14], [8]. Each edge stored in variable EDGES has
the following properties:
• Metric - represents the weight of the edge (1,2,5)
• Visited - Boolean value (TRUE, FALSE) to identify
links which were already processed
• Tree - Boolean value (TRUE, FALSE) to identify
links which were chosen into the final tree
Each vertex stored in variable VERTICES has the following properties:
• Border - holds a Boolean value (TRUE, FALSE)
to identify whether this vertex represents a border
router (on the edge of the transit network)
• Edges - contains a list of adjacent edges
Our algorithm is further described by the following pseudocode.
void function fetch_subgraphs (VERTEX, SUBGR_ID){
if VERTEX has no EDGE in VERTEX.EDGES
with Metric == 1 return;
if VERTEX has no EDGE in VERTEX.EDGES
with EDGE.VISITED == false return;

SUBGR[SUBGR_ID] += VERTEX;
choose any EDGE from VERTEX.EDGES
where Metric == 1 and EDGE.VISITED == false;
EDGE.VISITED = true;
EDGE.Tree = true;
VERTEX_2 = OTHERSIDE(EDGE, VERTEX);
fetch_subgraph (VERTEX_2);
}
void function fetch_tree (EDGES, VERTICES){
SUBGR_ID = 0;
foreach VERTEX in VERTICES {
if VERTEX.BORDER == true {
SUBGR[SUBGR_ID] += VERTEX;
} else fetch_subgraph(VERTEX, SUBGR_ID);
SUBGR_ID++;
}
MAIN_GRAPH_SPF

=

Dijkstra(VERTICES);

foreach VERTEX_A from SUBGR[x] {
foreach VERTEX_B from SUBGR[y] {
GR += find min MAIN_GRAPH_SPF(VERTEX_A,
VERTEX_B);
y++;
}
x++;
}
RESULT_GR = Kruskal(GR);
}

5. Implementation
In this section we briefly describe the implementation of
our proposed n-CUBE model. For implementation purposes we have decided to break up functional elements
into blocks. The elements (see Figure 7) will function
as separate entities with possible multiple instances per
element. Blocks are defined as follows:
• Application in the NMC - this application leverages
a common existing infrastructure of the network
management center which has access to all managed
routers from a set of centralized jump servers. The
application will feature three autonomous processes
working asynchronously and achieving:
– Polling - fetching runtime variables from routers
via SNMPv3 (mostly IP SLA statistics)
– Update - pushing updated configurations to
routers via SSH (modification of link weights as
a result of n-CUBE model weight assignment)
– Data interface - storing the fetched runtime
variables into a common repository, which is
accessible to all (e.g.: file, SQL database, etc.)
• Common repository - this should be a universally,
but securely accessible resource which enables fast
data storage and retrieval. Consistency of data and
shared access is guaranteed by underlying methods
(operating system or data base)
• n-CUBE modeling - this application will retrieve
runtime data stored in the common repository and
model link weights based on multivariate normal
distribution of desired network performance parameters. This will be achieved by a Matlab application
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Figure 8: Data flow in the logical design

Figure 7: Implementation separated into functional blocks
For verification purposes, the entire solution will be deployed in a network laboratory environment. Our design
supports clustering and segmentation and thus enables
scalability for long-term use. A more detailed design diagram can be seen in Figure 8 where functional blocks are
interconnected with managed routing areas (under common control).
Polling and Update processes are periodically managing
their designated area (all routers within an area) at specified intervals. The interval value is configurable and it is
advised to synchronize this interval to the IP SLA object
frequency. The Polling process periodically sends SNMP
GET messages to managed routers inside a common area
to retrieve latest measurement details (IP SLA statistics)
and stores each new value inside the data interface. The
Update process maintains a last-known copy of the data
interface (file or SQL database table) and only applies
configuration changes to managed network area in case
of a change and only to routers which are affected by
the change. The configuration change is done by an automated agent who logs into the managed router via a
secure SSH channel and applies a change configuration.
Compute servers are running a Matlab application instance accessing a particular section of the data interface
(e.g. file or SQL database table). Modeling the n-CUBE
is done in real-time and the data is periodically updated
in configurable time intervals (it is advisable that these
time intervals be configured to match with IP SLA object
frequency). Link weight updates are being fed back to the
common repository at these intervals whenever a change
is determined by the n-CUBE model.
Once the optimization is triggered, based on preferences
set, the prepared templates are configured with data and
sent to the routers which are affected by the optimization.
The templates contain commands for Cisco IOS routers
which accomplish two things:
• configure an explicit path, this is a construct containing hop by hop information about the path
through which the traffic-engineering tunnel will be
set up. The hop by hop IP addresses are extracted
from the discovered IP SLA probes and the path is

Figure 9: Physical topology for use in verification

determined by our algorithm as described in previous chapters
• configure the Tunnel interface, this is a special type
of virtual interface used to establish the traffic engineering tunnel and configure session parameters.

6.

Verification and comparison

In this section we provide results and comparison of experiments with our proposed n-CUBE model. For implementation purposes, an experimental topology was used
specified in our thesis and traffic was artificially generated
into the network by means of the Iperf and D-ITG traffic generators. IP SLA probes were setup to measure, in
addition to per-link measurements between routers, endto-end network performance parameters as specified in
our thesis.

6.1

Experiment 1

In the first experiment we will generate traffic artificially
as described by the proposal and we use the topology
depicted in Figure 9. During the experiment, IP SLA
measurement probes will be sent (in addition to being
sent on every link as part of data gathering) end-to-end
to quantify end-to-end performance parameters between
communicating parties. All generated traffic except the
IP SLA probes will be part of the same class and bears the
same marking (in the MPLS domain it will be EXP=1).
The IP SLA probes will however be sent with a different
marking (in the MPLS domain it will be EXP=2). This is
to observe the effect of optimization on IP SLA measurement probes which will continue to flow through the same
path as artificially generated traffic prior to optimization.
Traffic optimization will therefore be done for all IP SLA
traffic (EXP=2).
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Table 2: Timeline of experiment 1
time
action
0:00
three stations start generating traffic at maximum possible rate
10:00
Traffic optimization is triggered

In Figure 10 we observe the measured round-trip time
and jitter, gathered throughout our experiment 1. From
the start of measurement the artificially generated traffic
was flowing over the same path as IP SLA measurement
probes. Approximately 10 minutes into the experiment,
the optimization was triggered. Once the optimization
was triggered, the n-CUBE model (which was modeling
links from the start of the measurement) is used to calculate link metrics based on region membership and calculate the least cost path. This information is fed into the
shared data storage where it is retrieved by the Update
process. Once the path is known to the Update process, it
uses this information to populate an appropriate template
with predefined configuration statements. The template
represent a configuration which is immediately pushed to
routers R1 and R8 (border routers) via an automated
SSH agent. The newly created traffic engineering tunnel
for the artificially generated traffic is created along the
explicitly defined path. Once up and running, traffic immediately starts flowing through a new path. The general
timeline of the experiment 1 can be seen in Table 2.

6.2

Experiment 2

In the second experiment we will generate traffic artificially as described by our proposal. During the experiment, in addition to sending IP SLA probes on each link
as part of data gathering, we will send two distinct IP
SLA measurement probes. One probe will be marked as
EXP=4 in the MPLS domain and the other as EXP=5.
Traffic generated from PC-1 to PC-4 will be marked as
EXP=5 in the MPLS domain and all other generated traffic (between PC-2 and PC-5, and PC-3 and PC-6) will be
marked as EXP=4. Traffic optimization will be done for
traffic marked with EXP=5 and a class-based tunnel will
be created to transmit all traffic marked as such. All other
traffic will be sent over the original path (before or after
optimization).
Depicted in Figure 11 is the round-trip time for artificially generated traffic (with different traffic class markings) throughout the experiment. Similarly in Figure 11
we can observe the traffic load imposed on our network in
terms of throughput. The general timeline of our experiment 2 can be seen in Table 3. Once the optimization was
triggered, traffic marked as EXP=5 in the MPLS domain
was forwarded along a new, traffic-engineered path. Thus
we have redirected the flow of traffic away from the congested path. As can be seen in Figure 11, once EXP=5
traffic was redirected to a new path toward its destination, the throughput improved also for the rest of traffic
(marked EXP=4).
In experiment 2 we showed the measured network performance parameters (round-trip time and jitter) for our
artificially generated traffic prior to and immediately after
optimization. The optimization achieved two things:

Table 3: Timeline of experiment 2
time
action
2:00
two stations start generating
traffic marked as EXP=4 at
maximum possible rate
6:00
one station starts generating
traffic marked as EXP=5 at
maximum possible rate
10:20
Traffic optimization is triggered
17:00
all stations stop generating
traffic
• a new path was found for traffic marked as MPLS
EXP=5 by our n-CUBE model (as a direct result of
our modeling)
• based on this modeling the configuration template
was populated with data and the configuration was
delivered by our Update process (via an automated
SSH client) to the affected border routers R1 and R8
thus creating the explicitly defined traffic engineering tunnel over which the traffic should be flowing

7. Conclusions
In this paper we provided a brief overview of two major areas of quality assurance and traffic flow optimization: QoS
and traffic engineering. In modern networks with increasing amounts of multimedia traffic (VoIP and streaming
video) and businesses relying on service level agreements
with service providers, the use of QoS mechanisms has become mandatory. Traffic engineering comes into play in
large (global span) networks were large amounts of traffic are concentrated into trunks with high throughput. It
is necessary to utilize available network resources intelligently and route network traffic with regard to traffic
type and QoS requirement, which common IGP scenarios
are unable to accomplish.
We proposed a technique to optimize the flow of traffic in
large service provider networks. We do this by postulating
a method of performing a small number of active network
measurements inside the network and gathering sample
network performance parameters for network links. Then
we analyze this data in our proposed CUBE model and get
a multitude of useful information. Not only can we decide
which links are best suited for routing VoIP traffic (comparing a multi-parametric system, because we can compare multiple unrelated parameters at once) we can also
identify links with higher probability of unpredictability
(i.e. we cannot estimate future network performance parameter values with enough confidence) and links suitable for network observation and upgrade. We utilize our
model to assign weights to links in the network and then
use a modification of Dijkstra’s and Kruskal’s algorithm
to generate a traffic-engineered path suitable for routing
traffic which is sensitive to the observed parameters. The
traffic-engineered path (or tunnel) is an overlay network
our model provides a visualization of this path in the real
network.
We conducted experiments with our proposed model which
is implemented in the MATLAB R2010a framework in a
real network laboratory environment. We have done a
preliminary experiment to show how the values of roundtrip time and jitter are changing with increased network
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Figure 10: Experiment 1 - measured round-trip time in ms (top figure) and jitter in ms (bottom figure)

Figure 11: Experiment 2 - measured throughput in kb/s (top figure) round-trip time for EXP=4 traffic
in ms (middle figure) and round-trip time for EXP=5 traffic in ms (bottom figure)
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load. In subsequent experiments we have generated artificial network traffic into a measurement topology and then
triggered network optimization by allowing our model to
feed new configurations into the network. The results
were listed in graphical output form. Some of our experimental work was also published on well established
scientific conferences.
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